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SCOUT WAR FEAR
As Result of the Coming
Moroccan Conference.
PADUCAH, KY., TUESDAY MORNING, JANUARY 9, 1906.
STATE SENS
WILL GET DOWN TO. WORK
MORE EARNESTLY TO. .
DAY.
••••
Fiest Ballot Will Be Taken for U SPELPARATION IN GERMANYiece
THOUGH WARLIKE. 
enator ommit
Yesterday.
'
Is Not Intended as a Bluff, but to Be
Ready for Any Eventu-
Ality.
GERMANY'S WHITE BOOK
IS READY FOR USE.
Beth, Jan. 8.-Although they ad-
_ nut that the eituasion briseles
rine possibilities, else most intelligent
of German observers scout the idea
that there is any likelihood of, war
with France as a result or ahe..-..kath-
cotninc Moroccan conference. This
is believer; to be the opinion of the
inlyer" ial govelnment also. Germany's
military preparations, which (have al-
ways been in a highly developed state,
will bertriade even more complete as
the Algecira.s meeting approaches, but
your correepondent is informed that
Such preparations will be only for the
eak of unexpectid eventualities and
not at all4orr purposes of bluffing.
ar Undesirable.
One thing that makes inirmediatz.
War undesirable for Germany is the
fact that the rifles of the kaiser's en-
tire inlay aro undergoing repair 'inci-
dent to the introduction of the new
high velocity cieftidipe. Neither
1 these changes nor the changers in. tbe
artillery equipment are complete.
While these matters are of thigh im-
portance, at the' same time Germane
consider that the leadership of their
armies is so superior to that of
France as to offset any inferiorities
of armament.
The Getman white book. which will
be *admitted to the Reeetstag next
week is not likely to be of a sensation
a! name. although it will strike vig-
orously at certain sins of omission in
Premier Rouvier'e recent relic w hook.
'Mame is no poibility whatever that
• France wil ..force the conference to
adopt its Seine of excliteive-Freria-
police ri ts in Morocco, because all
IP decision's of the conference wall have dies* of Sir Henry Campbell-Banner-
-bet unanimous. map, the premier, iti'wholly devoted
"With Rattle • " to.a severe indictment of the late gov-
Germany remains determined to ciliate's's record and its policy on
emerge from the conference "with protection and to referring to the
honor," but it is Warty to do so not electhrs and to his public declaration
by threats of inviesion but by formulat or, ascot-ming office for an taLposition
itig ele denten& in such 'hope that of his government's intended policy.
France will. find it possible to accede The premier declares that the last
to them*. The v.air ardor of many decade represents a well-nigh tin-
Germans has cooled. Critics continue broken expanse of mismanagement
to charge that Lieut.-Gen. Count von and legislation conducted for the ben
Moltke, who was recently appointed efit of privileged classes, of wars and
ebltof of staff by the kaiser. is utterly adventures abroad, tastily embarked
incaggsble of ailing that highly recont upon and recklessly pursued, and
%Ode post. the legacy the Unionists bleque
to their successors is in the main '4
VERY STRONG LEGAL Irgacy'of embarratirment, an accuinti-
BATTLE EXPECTED. latioh of public miscbiefiand confusion
absolutely appal -ling Is its extent rid
Trial of Alleged Grafter at Philadel- ramifications.
phis-Prominent Witnesses. lie declines to regard Mr. •Balfour's
• tenets as having more than a nomi-•
Jan • 6' --11he ."C"(1 Dibl place in the estimation of the ma-
week .11 the trial of John W. Hill, jority of the Unionists, whose fiscal
former chief of the filtelration bureau, reform 'policy. he holds, is fraught
on charges of forgery and falsifying with 'incalculable mischief to the na-
records, is expected to develop a still eon and the empire. He Character-
p
lt
ronger legal battle than was waged lees protection as immoral and op-
uring the presentation of the prose: pressive, based, as he says it must
cptions.,
'Frankfort, Ky., Jan. 4.--Both Lieut.
Gov. Thorne and Soeaker Lawrence
appear to have shown excellent judge
uncut in the eelection of their com-
mittees •announced today, and, as a
rule, men have been given the chief
places who- are well equipped to han-
dbe the mattets entrusted to their
care. a In. the House Speaker • Law-
rence, who is the chairman of the
committee 3n rules, has chosen W.
J. Gooch is also chairmen of the corn-
mittie of revenue and taxation, which
this year will be one of the most im-
portant committees, as it will con-
sider the new bill prepared by the
committee from the'senate appointed
to draw up such a measure.
R. V.1 Miller, IA ho was defeated
for the speakership, and who is one
of the brightest lawyers in the Honer,
is cbairman of the code of practice
Cositrittee, while M. H. McLean, of
Covington, is chairtrean of the Com-
mittee on municipalities, a position
which the Kenton people have
coeeted for a number of terms.. W.
W. Smith, of Louisville, the Repub-
lican member, is also on this com-
mittee.
On the judiciary committee R. C.
Simmons, of Covington, is chairman.
ebr. Simmons is one of the best law-
yers in the House. •
The very important house com-
mittee on immigration and labor is
headed by L. P. Head, of McCracken
county.•
In the senate J. Wheeler Campbell
heads the committee on trusts ind in-
vestmeut-eminittees.
ELECTION ADDRESS a
'OF NEW PREMIER.
,
Wholly Devoted to Severe Indict-
ment of Record of Late Gov-
ernment
am•••••=10,
London Jan. 8.-The election ad-
be, on the exploitation of the corn-
Among the Witnesees for the de- nemity in the .interest of favoredfease will he some of the foremost trades and finatitial groups, led de'
engineers Of the country. Aanong dare* the policy of his governmentthem will be former United States At- Will she .to 'hold fast to the time-hon-
. 
torreey-Geesral Judson •Harmore, of
Cincinnati. Secretary of War -Taft "red Prin'oiRks of liberalism, peace,
econome, self-government and civilis also expected to appear for Mr. and religious liberty anti to pursue a
-Hill. 
subitantixl:continfrity of the foreign
poly without departing from
LEXINGTON SUNDAY 
theTHE "LID" WAS OF'? AT friendly and improvocative methods
adhered to by previous Liberal admin
Saloons and Gambling Houses Open to rations .
as Usual Under Rye! of Police.
Lexington, Ky., Jan. ft.-The 'Sun-
day closing of saloons, which . ye" ao
marked at many points. ?etijesolaye diti
not effetrt' Dexington. The 2salooi•
and • gpiedding houses. were open a
iiStial_.. The games that draw peoe e.
from many sunepunding towns were
a-operated until after midnight Stiodely
night, apparently under the protet-
tion ‘if the 'police, who 04 and drink
in them without paying.
- I 
VeIgKMAN PEOPLE WED.
' Ilivkinan, Ky., Jan. R.e-Tete Hen.
Toby. Hargrove and- Mies Margae t
t
. lohnson. of • Cayce, were nutstried at
he Ntellteldi; church.
11.. W. , Milberg, of eltd$
4 married to Miss'E. M.' Riley:el
Ihi I arle:1 ph.l. . ' •
The edema evraticee xec it t i ve it-
cc of , Afebanla meets 'to in
..forttgontory,to fix a time for the pri-
ry te me ,a state ticket. .
FIRST. STEAMER TO
.MAMMO4H CAVE.
"Mansville, 8.
-The
steamer Chaperone. left Bowling
Green at 7 ceelock this morning and
will go through to Mammoth Cave.
The complet ion:of the government
leek on upper Green river enabled her
to. reach the cave. This is the first
time a passenger steamer has gone
through to Alertmnoth Cave.
, r
,The pale' ofa Sunday
-laid Mrs)
begun -last Oclober by the. Wo
Foreign Aistionary society of Bethel
church, in Mercer county, • has reacted
such proportions as to permit Vie
seeding ofeefolir misssionatie; to the
enpattese e,
Tait-leg no stock in the story that
Ffank Ball. the Bell comity outlaw, is
to arolnetarily surrender. the Civic
Unlern of elehllieshoto has increased
its treward,..for • tY49 *test and coneice
Linn, foam $200 to Sfloo.
AGAIN SUSPENDED
SCARCITY OF BRICK CHECKS
JEFFERSON: STREET
WORK.
School Board Tonight Decides How
iducii Money Is Wanted This
Year
-Public Matters
Work of laying brick on Jefferson
Street near Fifth has( again stopped
on account of the supply of material
giving out. There is only a space of
about seventy-five feet yet to lee
paved, and just as soon as the bal-
ance of the brick get here this/ will be
done and the reconstruction work
topped altogether for the winter
months.
School Money.
This eveoing the school board will
hold its special session in their sham-
mer at the Was.hington building on
West Broadway, for the purpose of
deciding how much they wanted from
the municipal legiselative boards to
run the schools during Igoe. They
will ask for the limit, the law entitl-
ing them to 35 cents tax on .every.
Sox) worth of asseesable property in
the city.
Converted Into Hose Wagon.
. The members of the Tenth and
Efizabeth street fire department have
dismantled the old No. hook and
ladder wagon and converted the ap
patatus into a good hose wagon that
will be pressed into service flieneyer
necessary. It was intended to 
-scud
the old outfit to the scrap pile, but
the firemen saved it and made a first -
affair out of it.
nionia in a room at the New Rich-
mond kcitel. He will 'barfly he able
to leave his bed, unless-- a relapse oc-
curs.
NEVIA.VEIN 0.F ZINC FOUND.
Evansville, Id., Jan' 8 -A 'new
vein of zinc hasebeen found in Crit-
tendert county, Ky., that h three feet
thick and Ett per cent. pane.
,
THE MARKETEES
'
GIVEN UNTIL TOMORROW TO
SAY WHAT THEY WANT
TO DO'
If They Don't 'Desire Their Benches
and Stalls for This Year Ohers
Will Bo OivepT hem
Tlie butchers and vegetable deal-
er. doing business upon the public
market on Second nrett have been
given? until tomorrow by the board
of public works to signify their in-
tention of desiring possession this
year of the stalls ehey have been oc-
ctipying during the past twelve
itiondia, The liceneear for the mar-
k:ter* expired the titat of Chia month
finel the present octupante were in;
selucted to notify by tomorrow. the
board of works whether or not they
cared to ihave elver benches and stalls
during tette. There are many new
butchers and marketer. who want to
hao.: etalis, hut tire old ones are giv-
en precedence, and then if any of the
litter do not want to continue occupy
ing their places the hehchee will he
given to the new ones applying.
Theis far about all the old ones have
applied for renewals, entitling hem
to retain poesession ,and prospects,
are that there *ill one be many
change R, eepecialty as regards the
butehers within the enelosed portion
of the building.
- lies said that the butchers are
paritrg to organise for their mutual'
protection, and that a "Meeting was
held''Stindly at one of the slaughter
houses, this to be followed with an-
other next eSlabbatie but they do not
give out anything definite tegarding
their movement. • It its claimed,
however, that they' protest -against
heckstere and either, peddling i'neat
and ilispotng of it at the market, and
they-. will' urge some prohihitive mu-
nicipal leg'isl'ation along title line.,
Last evening at 6 o'clock there
-died at Riverside hospital, on Fourth
and Clay streets, Mr. William H.
Shouse, the well icnown steemboat
engineer who had been confined there
this last time several weeks.
The deceased was afflicted
soros:a of the liver and once before
was confined in that institution for a
number of weeks, being discharged a
month or two ago. It seems, how-
ever, that he was never fully regained
of his health, as a rectirrent attack
appeared about one month since and
he went back to the hospital, 'where
Ire gradually grew worse until claimed
by death. _ ,
• Mr. Shemse was fifty years of age
and reared-in Evansville, Where his
wife now resides. He came to tbs
city about five years ago and had
since been making it his home. Ile
was a very' good marine engineer
and had been in charge of harbor
boats ,most of the time he was here.
being on the tug Archibald, the tow-
boat I. N. Hook, and many others.
He was a very congenial and well
liked man, who stood -high in the
profession, and will be greatly missed
by everyhoely.
The deceased was a neemner of the
Marine Engineers Benevolent asse-
ciation that took charge of the body
on dissolution. They have wired his
family to know what disposition they
want made of the body, and probo-
bilities are it will be shipped hack to
elvarsville for interment.
According -to a reccio report from
Tokio. there are 1.786 wholesale and
235A14 retail tobacco dealers` bi•ja:
••• .
pan.
Expired of Burns. •
About Chfistmas time Zelma, the
two-year-old child of Mr: Ira
Mtitchele got its night gown ignited
from the ripen grate fire while stand-
ing in front thereof at the family
home, in the Maxon Mill section of
___sesild'a be& 
'badly burnesf; and it had lingered un-
til Sunday Morning, when the Tittle
One expired." The remains were
buried yestertlay, after/atm> at Oak
"OftlielOrilletbdrUlate
well loiewn farniar of that vicieity.
Body Shipped..
Yesterday afternoon at 4:243 o'clock
there was taken to Nilayfield the re-
mains of the late Mks, Marry E.,
Curd. who died in -this city Sunday
aft' •; at the hcliste yi her son,
Poo ..an Jew G. q'Ocl. of ein South
Seventh street. This morning at the
Mayfield church the /mime-services
will be circtell• by 'ev. oger
Clark, with interment following at
the cemetery there. She expired of
paralyse..
Three months ago Mrs. Curd came
here from Mayfield • to make *her
herne with the son, who -is ,a well
known mail carrier. Eight weeks ago
she sustained a paralytic strolre that
left her in a serious condition for a
while, but she- appeared to be im-
proving until Sunday afternoon when
a second stroke benumbed her entire
body. Dr. Reddick was summoned
from his honie next door, but the
lady died in a few minutes.
Sixty four years ago the •dece,asted
was born in Wadeeborre Ky., but for
many years had been a resident of
Mayfield and other points. She was
a noble woman, deeply religious, a
consisteet Christian, and one whose
reward will 'be a jest one. -Mr. Curd
here is her only son but two step-
children ate Minos. Add and Ed-
ward Cur4, of Mayfield.' ',here she
also has tour brothers, John. Na-
poleon, Rule ate! Fayette Gardier.
.. • _
Body Buried at La Gore.
Stitiday morning Mrs. Ida Sanders
died at the family 'home, Coe,Otvio
street, after e lingering illness..
a The deceased wis thirty' years of
age and the wife of Mr. John San-
ders. Beside her husband she is sur-
vived by three children, her mother,
live brothers and seven sisters. • '
She was a most estimable and nol-N
Christian lady of many friends, and
her dissolution is ,the cause of deep
grief by many.
The rein** were taken to the
t a Gore cemetery and buried-yester-
day,
NOVEL ADDRESS.
London, Jan. R.-Sir Charles Dilice
has issued a novel erherces to his Coll-
qtetuetits of the Forest of Dean. Divit
hat of Glouceitensliire, which he has
represented in the house of commone
as an adeance'd radleal since July,
°lee. It coneista of a single sentence,
as follows:
sollcit.a renewal of your true
Conflicting Reports.
It seems, that conflicting telegraOhic
reports' were seat out of-eLouisville
Saturday regarding the decision of
Judge Walter Evans of the- United'
States court in Ilia litigation where
the East Tennessee Telephone 'com-
pany here seeeke.ad injunction re-
strsining the citY.Of (Paduah from
compelling the preent1 eorporatiOn to
buy a municipal feanotrise and also
abide by the city laws: here. One
telegraphic dispatch said that die
jt sgr granted tie order. while an-
other said he did not. The lawyers
have returned and they say the judge
did not issue the order, but 'held
things in abeyance until a future date
and idiised that the differences be
settled out of court. This is a vic-
tory .for the municipality, as it virtu-
ally means the judge !refused the or-
dee -at this time.
i PAL GONE NOW
WOOD JONES ALSO TOOK
LEG-BAIL AT MEMPHIS,
TEN N.
••
Followed His Partner, Who Escaped
Only Few Days Before From
Bluff City Qcers.
Detectives Baker and _Moore have
received word from the chief of iNlice.
at Memphis, Term„ that VVIood Jones
has now escaped from jail there, "sand
slapped "by the light uf the moon."
This shows that Jones followed Close
behind his partner Ernest tezmont,
who escaped a week before.
Moth were arrested on the charge
of attempting to held up the clerk of
the Wieedso'r hotel late one night,
two weeksotgo. They got fines that
meant about thirty, days in jail. Oz-
mont was /tilde a trusty around the
jail and soon escaped. Now Jones
has also' skipped, awl probabilities
are he Was made a trusty to, with in-
tention ot letting him get away so
as to rid the town of hint a a had
character. -The detectives last heard
of Jones in the neighheirhoofrof
Jackson, Tenn., several days ago. •
Indictments are pending against
them- in the circuit court here, and
the detectives intended bringing them
back from the Bluff City 5o staid
trial of the local charges, but they
have now gotten away. The local
bills sccusethete of obtaining money
by fuse pretenses by stealing grocer-
ies Iron Grocer $Wilkins and selling
them-I; another kitty by el.:ming the
goods 'belonged to them.
'The boys are hard characters and
kla-ve!'1)ccti arrested, numerous times
by the police department here anr . at
other points.
VOL 22, NO. 214
NEW I. C. DEPOT, PASSED AWAY HIS CHRISTMAS
OFFICIALS PREPARING TO MR. WILLIAM SHOUSE EX-ERECT ONE/ AT PfsitiLE7 FIRED OF SOROSIS OFTON. LIVER.
With Four Wars on Hand It
Was Sad Day for Czar.
Mr John Tranthain IS Expected l4e.5. te.ere eeeeired of S -°-'.d VC' t;'"f": 0'; r A •!Back Tomorrow or Next Day- Paraiy-e: StrOACe-aLir....5 , .
• - Tom Glenn Promoted Fatal for Child. ADDED TO GLOOM.
he lihnois Central reilroad is pre-
paring to erett a 'big depot at the city
of Prinseton, forty-seven miles above
this city upon -the Louisville division.
The piens and specifications for same
have alteady been drawn and are now
-being tone over by the authorities
who expect to start work upon rhe
structure jute as eoon as favorable
building weather upois up in the
spring. ,
It iereeheir intention to make the
&pot a Icornbined (Inc for both pas-
se-ngeratnd freight service, and it will
be a riiit to the. city and road both,
crieting many thouriands of dollars.
Since eke I. C. took over the Ten-
nessee •eeneral and created the Neel-
vale divisien, which ends at Prince-
ton, ehings have been pretty lively
froth a, ailroare etatedpoine, the busi-nessi
a it deuleele and ..- additionel
facilit:e ' are needed f6: eandle the
servict . There 'ane, about taenty n-
ee:, t'esre at all hours a.ad the road
at; nor:ties are Aiensic:•:_ring eoablist-jeg a hile'routimse there fry the
mogul, ' 
_ e
R.:turns Shortly.
Mr. John Trentham will return to-
morrow or next day front Chicago,
%hers beep, attending a general meet
ilea of the protective bard represent-
atives for the Brotherbood of Loco-
metive Firemen of the I. CI.
tromoted to Dispatcher.
Mr. el-homas Glenn, the telegraph
operator who went from here to
Mempetis, and riperat:d a key in the
dist:atelier's. office there. lea, be-en pro
'noted to dispatcher en the road at
Durant, Miss
Continues to Improve
. Mr. at Atkinson, thy I. C. agent
at Bartow. Ballard county, continues
't • •impneve from le t
. .
At Gera. Germany, a man who had
a 'tooth pulled sited the dentiet for the
tooth, the dientiet desiring to keep it
on account of its ciffions s'hame and
claiming ownership *of it'. ! .The coert
slecided against the den.tiat.
_ _
ea.
•
and Duke Alexander Wants 3
Chance, Claiming That Witte
Has Failed,
THE REVOLUTIONISTS
ARE NOT DISMAYED
St. Petersburg, Jan. R.-AdriCeS
from. Tsarksoe-'Selo are to the effect
that the 'Czar spent the saddest
Christmas of his life yesterday,
wed of gifts he had four wars on his
hands
-in Poland, the.- Baltic Prov-
inces, Siberia and the Caucasus.
-and
a revolution throughout the whole of
the .empire instead of the customary
congratulations.
Messages announced that 'troops
were destroying' property on the
farms in the Baltic region and burn-
ing factories, ubile the revolutionists
were destroyieg the railroads and .
other property.
Not Pacified.' 
,Pacification of the country is not
yet in sight. AN parties seem to be
against the government. Court in-
trigues have been renewed. - Grand
Duke Alexander wants a change of
the cabinet, urging that the mission
/of the present cabinet, to please
foreign capitalists and satisfy, the rev-
olutionists at home, has not beeh ICc-
cessful and that therefore- a ministry:
either frankly, constitutional or
frankly autocratic should be ap-
pointed.. He asserts the inenenow in
power are mistrusted by all and that
the securities of the government have
again slumped because the recent rise
was not due, as claimed by Count
Wee, to confidence inspired by the
budget, v.-herein the income was
problematical and the expenditure ure
"Nw
Election a Farse.
'Revolutionists aed ZewitKviats
have decided to register, but unfort-
unately i,here -are only four days of
feihr hours each litt and only one
les,th per 1.4300 toilers a thousand-
mile district." The inexperience of
clerks'exelnining the bulky certifi-
cates required and the interference of
the police make the registration of
citivens almost impossible except as
regards state officials and °pensioners.
With such a large vote unregisted
the outcome of the eleceitSiis will be
safe for the government.
But the revointionists are not dis-
mayed.. Your correspondent was
present yesterday 'at a meeting of
their leaders oto a farm near , St.
Petersburg. "Encouraging reports
front the ...reel:tees -.ere read show-
ing that despite heavy losses the
numbers of the revolutionists Are in-
creasing. _
Revulsion of Feeling.
The excesses of the government
have produced a revulsion of feeling
in favor of its opponents. In Poland,
Lithuania. the Baltic regions and the
Caueshus the revolutions claim to he
in absolute control. The same state
of affairs, they assert, prevails in the
manufacturing and minihg• districts.
Strikes have beep abandoned, but it
has be ti decided to continue sporAic
armed npfisings, though - avoinit
pitched battles like those inelescese.
THE CUBAN TREATY .
WITH ENGLAND.
Opposed by Present Government, But
Will Be Revived.
Loudon, Jan. 8.--T4ieiableef report
that the Anglo-Cullen' treaty is killed
has aroused much interest here. The
Cuban consul-general, interviewed on
«,ethe suhject, sad:a
. .
"The treaty will be allowed to
drop The present Cuban govern-
ment is undoubtedly opposed 'to it
owing to a fear.' that it Arould 'create
unpleasantnese with the United
States, but when the next govern-
ment comes into power in May there -
is every chance that the 'treaty with
'England will he ratified."
.The other powers are watching the
negotiations with _no little anxiety.
eapeeelly Spain, and, in the event ef
a successful issue pf the Angle-Cohan
treaty, several liowerasee wilt endeavor
to secure similar advanteees.
Korea; has a population of abont
rioom000, Seoul, the capital, hal; 24,-
oceo amid is' 'constantly ingreasing.
ready analtZ' Japarieve litre in. the king
done No less than $11.000400
'seen spent on riailwave' The ferriere
• was wcarth $204011t6,487 Iv; year.,land
.
`.
"41
In she pollee court yestenday morn-
ino
° 
Judge Sanders continued over un-
til tomorrow the charge of forgery
against J. T. 'Not-fleet, Who is aceus-
ett of signing Jennie Cowsert's name
• to a check and gettino Grrocer Frank
Rodfus,„of Eifth and lackson streets,
to cash !tame. •
There was e-ft open until today ths
malicious slhooting eharge against
Naomi! Calslwiell, icolored, who shot
'her husband while Pointing a revol-
ver at Slim 'at their next door neigh-
hot-% htiuse, on North Ninth street.
Both elaim it was an accident.
Tbere was postponed until tomor-
row Prentice Campbell's case, charg-
ing witch cotting Clherles Balker
i • during a fight they had in Rowiaed-
, rt wn lastoinirminer.
The breach of ordinance charge
ogainst George Kotteejohn Was dis-
miased. He was accused of blocking
Fifth street with an accumulation of
-ThaplommUNIMPIMINPINIRMINIMMINISMINSINEMISINIMMINIIMMENNINIMMINIMMIP
ZMThS1 L)MAIMINHEIBEEIM WNW: TOINEMENCOINIEDIMON
AUCTION SALE
RELEASED IHADLEYCONFIDENT
JUDGMENT ENTERED FOR
CERTIFICATION TO STATE
AUDITOR.
Many Needed Improvements Being
Made in His Office by CKatinty
Clerk Hiram Smedley.
Last year John H. McGuire and the
Illinois Central railroad were errou-
tously assessed for some property.
They were afterwards released, but
there was nothing to show for it on
the books (tf the cousuy court, so yes-
terday judgment to that effect- ..-as
entered up, and this will now be certi-
fied to the state auditor so he will
know that state tames should not be
expected from this assessment.
Saloon License.
. The stare saloon „license of Hays -&
Co., was transferred to H H. beans,
the ratter' having bought the place at
1136 Trimble street.
- Licensed to Marry.
The clerk yesterday issued a mar-
riage license to Cleveland Carey, aged
TO. and Ruby Everitt, aged to, &this
city. The young man had the written
consent for hislicense, while m.1. T.
Spann qualed -as guardian for the
young lady, and then gave his mis-
tJ The pair were then unite hy
Judge Lightfoot in his office at the
county courthouse.
Prclay Sold. -
Property uear Sixth and Boyd
streets has been sold to Hill and
Karnes by J. Andy Batter, for $3,
and the deed was filed for record,
terday with the county clerk.,"'
J. F. Bichon transferred ts6 Gert-
rude E. Inchon, for $1,onoiland lying
out in the comity.
r
• Deputy . r Clerk.
M. M. Corneal was appointed by
Clerk Smedley af one of his -deputies
'for dewy. in th ceartty.
' I' —
-----CUBte—MIWINEffients.
Clerk Smedley yesterday had the
old railing taken teat of his office and
is preparing to change things armind,
make more improoernents and put the•
quarters in excellent shape. The iron
door to be pot in from vault 'lead-
ing into county coortroom has ar-
rived anti yesterday Contractor Chas.
Smedley started putting it in. He
will finish ths job today. . It is yet
in the northeast end of the vault,
closest the county jail.
_NORFLEET'S CASE
CONTINUED OVER UNTIL. TO-
MORROW IN THE POLICE
COURT.
Brekch of Ordinance Charge Against
Contractor George Katterjethn
Was Dismissed
e brick and other building material, (wet
in front of the Elks' new beihiing.
F. Gent was arraigned on a breach
of ordinance charge And the matter
'was left ppen. He 'is the owner of
the houseboat in the river at the foot
of Clay stveet. where they fake ani
skin carcasses of dead animals - Ara
er overt the remains Into grease and
osito 'rho time+ arising is some-
•,--- thing awful.
John Kelly and. Tont RosO• were
each fined $t and costs for being
'drunk.
There was put off moil, tionorr
the two rrafits against
tool eh tog him with.
T-t • V. t ann r, and
•
SATISFIED HE WILL OUST
ME OIL TRUST FROM
MISSOURI.
Is Mort Than Pleased With Progress
of His Inquiry at
New York.
New York, Jan. 8.--The Missouri
inquiry into the :methods of the
Standard Oil company and the stock
ownership of the numerous concerns
in which it is interested was con-
tinued this morning. before Special
Commissioner Sanborn.
H. .Rogers will be hearer from
further, although it is hardly prob-
:able that he will not resume the stand
until several other witnesses have
testified.
Hardley, about whom the in-
terest of the inquiry centers, was be-
sieged in his rooms at the Waldorf-
Astoria yesterday. A small army of
newspaper men and photographers
camped on his trail, and there were
many mikes who had read of 'the
manlier in which he is-conducting his
investigation litho desired to congrat-
ulate 'him.
"I am more than satisfied with thi
progress which, I am making" ,
said, "and am confident that.. will
achieve the end I am ng—the
ousting of the oil 11,tuj from the
limits of our sta
"After Ow. reme court has ruled
upon thsAnestions brought before A
upon_drtification of the special corn-
ml skner witnesses -et•ill have two
rses open to them when instructed
to answer. They may either lay
themselves liable to contempt pro-
ceedings or may seek refuge by the
personal privilege route, admitting
that to answer would render them
liable to criminal prosecution, to a
forfeiltire of3 penalty.
"The right of corporations to avail
themselves of this privilege has never
been passed upon by the courts. Per-
sonally. I am convinced that they can-
not claim the exemption 'which may
eitereiSe4--by--iit44441ua1s.-in_ this_res
gard.
"In any event,. Ott same purposes
wotild be s•rved, so far a.; the in-
terests of Missouri are concerned,
should the witnesses refuse to answer
on the ground that by so doing they
might incriminate themselves, - as
would be served by the admission of
the troth of our allegations."'
Ltowyer Hagerman. who is leading
the forces of Standard Oil. attorneys.
said most emphatically that Standard
Oil witnesses would seek no advan-
tage from the provisions of the 'law
in the matter of personal privilege.
"If the Supreme court rules that a
question ninsfl&. ansikered," he de-
clared. "the answer will be forth-
coming. It is absurd to think of a
man of the type of -Mr. Rogers re-
fusing to answer a question on the
ground that it might tend to subject
him to criminal prosecution." so
KITTY LEAGUE
EDDIE POWERS GOES FOR A
TOUR OF ILLINOIS
CITIES
President Brown Will Have the Next
Gathering of Officials at St.
Louie January asst.
Sunday at the meeting of the base-
ball officers for the K. I. 'I'. league,
at Cairo, Mr. Eddie Powers, former-
ly manager of the Egyptian city team,
and also umpire of tbe league, was se-
lected to go to East St. Louis, Jack-
sortiville and Danville, Ill., and- see
about arousing interest safficiAt irf
t'h'ose towns for teams to be organ-
ized -and tipsy •becorne a part of the
Kitty league.
Cairo, Paducah anst Vincennes were
represented at Stinday's gathering,
and $15o was made tip to send Mr.
Powera off, *Ito yesterday started
en his tour and, will spend_ 'several
days in each oilaet, where it is not be-
lieved he will encounter any, trouble
in getting ihe cities into the organ-
isation. as the enttuaiasts are anxiout
to tome in. If succeasful in his mis-
sion the league this year will be com-
posed of Paducah, Cairo,. Vineenres,
Jacksonville, Danville, and F.o.st.Sits
This drops Hopkirveville, Hen
ront and Princeton., Init., thrice'
towns not proving very good and
profitable ones for the sport.
The next meeting will he one week
•in /writ Sunday at the 'Jefferson
tot in St. Louia, at whicti titvol
wers -will make o t*port of what
• ‘ts he has had, President Cbals,,
OF SHOES, HATS, CLOTHING AND FURNISHINGS AT YOUR OWN PRICE, THURSDAY, DECEM-
BER riTH, AT 10:30 A. M. SALE TO CONTINUE DAY AND NIGHT UNTIL CLOSED OUT. WE
HAVE ENGAGED A PROFESSIONAL AUCTIONEER TO CONDUCT THE SALE, ..WHO ..WILL
AMUSE YOU AND ENTERTAIN YOU. LADIES ESPECIALLY INVITED TO ATTEND THIS SALE.
HOURS O‘F SALE 10:30 A. M., a P. M AND 7:30 P. M.
KELLOUGH CLEAR
IN CITY YESTERDY AND SAID
HE WAS ACQUITTED
ON TRIAL
L. S. Byers, of Seelyville, Ind., Went
to Vincennes Looking For Boy—
Police Business.
Dick Kellough returned fiere yes-
terday front Mayfield, where he was
acquitted of the charge of embezzling
$323 from his partner, J. _W. Pee.
Kellough was arrested here last Fri-
day and taken back to Mayfield for
an examining trial and came clear of
the charge. Ile was accused by his
partner of drawing the latter's money
from the bank without Pee's know-
ledge,
Gone to Vincennes.
Mtr. L. S. Byers, of Seelyviile,
yesterday left for Vincennes. Ind.,
after coming here in search of hisboy,
who has been missing the past year
.or so. Fle,,tbotight the lad was here
upon a/Wants-boat, but it proved not
to be )1mi. Yesterday Detective Moore
any'llaker went out eyprol Olivet
Jadptist church, oil the-atS.C.airo road,
having received word th*. a camp of.
Gypsies was out there with a number
of children. The slueths found the
camp had gone on, but none 'of tile
little ones in the tribe were as young
as the missing Byers boy, whom the
father thinks was stolen by -some
horse traders.
Breach of Pace.
Char!es Jones, white, was arrested
yesterday by Officers Johnson anJ
Hessian upon the charge Of a breach
of the peace.
Robbery Charged.
George Wood, colored, yesterday
had Jack McCarthy alias John
Tucker, white, arrested on the charge
of robbery. Wood claims he met
the white man on the tanyard fi in
Mechaniesburg. that McCarty asked
him for a drink and he gave it to
aSerarty  then  askel if he had
any .money, and Wood said he puller
out half a dollarowhich the other
took away from him.
Could Not Locate Him.
Officer Aaron Hurley returned Sun-
day from Fulton, hut did not sue-
eeed in In-sing there Bernard
Schulke, 'who is wanted Were on the
charge Of passing several forged
cheeks. Mail came from Fulton to
Schtilize.s wife, and the officer be-
lieving him down there went to see
but could not locate his man.
GUNBOAT PApUCAH
PICTURE OF IT RECEIVED
FROM WASHINGTON YES-
TERDAY.
Likeness Is Being Framed to Be
Hung Upon the Walls of Car-
neigie Library.
'Mayor Yeiser yesterday, morning
received from Washington;-0. C., a
piCtureoabout two feet square, of the
United States gunboat Paducah,
wine* is named after this city. The
reproduction sgows a most eacelient
little boat of which this entire muni-
cipality is very proud, and the mayor
is having the picture framed to be
hung upon the walla of Carnegie li-
brary, at Ninth and Broadnaay, 'where
everybody can get a glance of same.
Along with, the picture the mayor re-
ceived the following letter:
Washington, D. C., Jan. 5, 1906.
Sir:, t. The bureau has been in-
formed by Lieut. Cons A. G. Winter-
halter, U. S. N., commanding officer
of the%U. S. S. Paducah, that a
photograph ,of the vessel was desired
by the authorities of Paducah, Ken-
tucky< • .Theoloweati aeonotiogly.oeheis
pleasure in forwarding you, by ex-
press; a photograph of the vessel as
she appeared while passing through
"Hell Gate," New York, which it is
hoped will reach you in- good order
and prove., satisfactory for the pin-
pose desired.
Very respectfully,
• — L coB,Frs,
Chief Constructor. U. S. N.
. i, Chief of Bureau.
Brown ha-s called this. St. .L.ottis gath
ering and will be tberf• to -preside.
The ball men of the (-;twrier cities all
want him re-electied president, but he
yesterday said he would declipe the
honor, its it tonigitoo much' of hi'
Attie frOsiu bia priottts bsmnt •
CHAMBLiE BROS 43C) Broadv.vay • 1 •
VillfitalibifiNFRIESIEFES • BIE.
FRIENDLESS HOME
BOARD OF LADY MANAGERS
THANKFUL FOR DO-
NATIONS.
Tloy Were Very Handsomely Re-
membered From Many Quarters
During Month Past.
The ladies of the board of Home
of the Friendless wish- to express
their thanks. and appreciation to the
following persons who so liberally do-
nated to the Horne dirring die month
of Dscember and at Christmas: Fiscal
court, through Judge Lightfoot, $5o:
Miss Daisy Dale and guests of New
Riehmotfa hotel, $t 5 25; Mrs.. E
Fells, $5; Sturgis flouring mill,
through Mr. Frank Parham, barrel of
flour; Sunday school of German Evan
grlical church, quantity of soap,
matches, fruit and candy; Christmas
church bazaar, lot of provisions and
cendy; Louis Clark, box of oranges
'and barrel of apples; James Collins,
r8 dolls for tete girls, and or iron wag-
ons for the boys; Mr. and Mrs. J.
L. Friedman, a supply of clotting
for each child; Southern Peanut COM-I
psny. bag of peanuts; DuBois, & Coot
toys'and box of oranges; Miss Asny
Baker, box of oranges, two bushel, of
vegetables; Stutz, lot of candy; Geo.
Rock Shoe Co., shoes; Mr. Oscar
Caoaell, vegetabks; M. L. S. Mey-
ers, box oranges; Mrs. Wen. Novi.
large turkey; Mrs. E. G. Boone, doh'
and doll bed; Mrs. Cook Husbands,
dolls; Mrs. Ed Noble, toys; Mrs.. H.
Raker, dry goods and thread; Mrs.
M. F. Morris, clothing; Mrs. Clara
Colley, clothing; Mrs. Sol Dryfues,
clothing; Mrs. 911m Logan, clotting;
Mrs. Thixtodo clothing; Mrs. Dr.
Wheeler, clothing; Mrs. Sarah La-
',eau. clothing; Mrs. R. T. Light-
foot, clothing; Mrs. Wm. Katterjohn,
one-half dozen pill6w cases: Mrs. An-
thony List, fruit and $1; Mrs. Louis
KoRa, cake and .. St; Mrs. John Rink-
liff, fruit and $1; Mrs. Wm. F. Brad
show, quant•ity of meat; Barry &
Henneberger, bran and hay; Master
71h—ttry-- -Rankin, -toys-Laud— -clothing+
Master Nathan Klein, toys and cloth-
ing; Master Collins Clark, large buck-
e: of candy; Master Robert Reeves,
large bucket of candy; Master Eaward
Adolph Wtil, basket of groceries;
Miss Yoko Rubel, toys, candy and
fruit; Me. L. S. Meyers, hox oraoges
Mrs. Carrie Girardey, tots; Miss
Mary Jennings, toys and clothing.
LYNN'S TRIAL
COMES UP WEEK AFTER
NEXT AT KANSAS
CITY MO.
Does Not Think He Will Have Any
Trouble in Clearing Himse:f of
the Charge.
,otty.
It will- he remembered that several
months ago Thomas Lynn got -into a
quarrel with Amliss, who was- • his
best friend at the tracks, where they
were employed as jockies. During
the beat of the argument Lynn picked
up a stick of wood and delivered the
other a severe blow over the head,
with restilt that Amos% died in a few
henos. •
The coroner's jury held Lynn over
to the grand jury, but he is now out
on bond, and awaiting his trial that
will(mue 
up sometime week after
next. 
'Lynn and Amcos slept together and
were bosom companions beforo there
aroseteh trouble- Which resultrd so
seriously, 
.
After bring released the accused re-
sumed hie position upon the ' race
tracks there and writes that he has no
doubt but what he willThe cleaied of
the charge overhanging him. He is
a very popular little felloiv,-who has
resided here all of his life and took
to the turf 'business several year,:
ago lie is one of the .joaret fii a
leading Western race hOrse min who
is standing ckise to him in his trongle
and has ,employed the inest attor-
s
 
net's of Kansas City to represent
thim at the trial.
11 The Union Labor League of Ale-
bams1 meets today in. Montroomery•
Week after' next sometime there
coves up at Kansas City, Mo., the
case charging young Thomas Lynn,
of this city, with murdering. Bert
Amoss, on the race tracks of that
city. The father of the lad, Mi.
Etuich Lynn. will go out in plenty' of
time to attend thetriali. anil take along
with 'him some of the liivivrs of this
Condensed Statement of
MECHANICS' AND FAR.MER.S
SAVINGS BANK
Loans and Discou
Stocks and Bonds 
Furniture and Fixtures  
Cash and Exchange 
.Capital Stock , 
Undivided Profits 
Deposits 
• • 4 '
9
Paducah, Kentucky,
2t close of business, Dec 3c. too5
RESOURCES.
nts 
LIABILITIB§.
$zr,196 54
t,b30 94
2,000 00
.55.178-8a
$237,206 20
30,000.00
3.563.11
 183.643.09
.$237,206.20
A DIVIDEND OF 2% PER CENT WAS DECLARED 'OUT
OF THE NET EARNINGS OF THE PAST SIX MONTHS
AND CRED/TED TO THE STOCKHOLDERS ENTITLED
TO SAME, t'AYABLE ON DEMAND,
J. T. LAURIE, Cashier
MECHAM-CS
and
SAVING
BANK,
BANK MT
ACTION OF BOSWELL VS CIT-
IZEN'S BANK NOW ON
TRIAL
Administrator Excepts to Claim
Against the Herbert A Rose
Estate—Jury Emparieled
Yesterday morning Judge Reed em-
paneled theluries at the circuit court
but was still so weak that ho was un-
able to hold court, therefore vilent
hums- oastredrovAtile Lawyer_ Thomas
Cr:cc was selected as. special judge
and is snow on the bench for the case
that was taken up...it -being that of C.
W. Boswell, of .alaytield, against the
Citizeira Savings bank.
Boawell lost tome money -peculat-
ing in the Glibere & Arena commis-
sion foliose and suing them got judg
ment for several thousand dolPars. He
—attached money he claims was theirs
in the Citizens Savings • bank. He
claimed. the commiesion people kept
the money in a naspe other than that
shown in his attuoinnent paper. The
hank it:ported back at the time that
it 'had no money there to the credit
tellt people natiod in the attach-
ment, but Boswell flow sues eke finan
cal iniatittition on the ground that
money was held there fun- them, but.
tinder another name.
The plaintiff executed hood for
probahle. etests of. the suit 'of Baker,
Vawter.& Co.. against ()seat L. Greg
ory & Co. It is for money plaintiff
claimodefendant owes them fo? goods
furnished defendants vinegar works.
The plaintiff filed exception' to cer-
tain claims against the estate of the
it te.lferhert A. Rose. in the snit of
IseliN G.. Rudolph, administrator of
Rose against lone T. Rose. The lit-
isatioft is for friendly settlement of
eatate. •
The ono ordered that there he rso
sold aome property at Seventh and
Trimble 'streets .:11 the suit of Chas.
E. Jennings,. administrator of Thos.
T. Robion against - the Globe Batik
and Trust company. Thk is o friendly
suit for settlement of the Robiou es-
tate, and this property in qiiesticn
was once siapi# by the master commis-
sioner. Cecil Reed, bit: the purchaser
did not exteiste as-1e hood fee seine.
The jnroot empantied yesterday
are as follows: L. Reber, W. M.
Clyne, William Hoffman, W. 3. Cun-
ningham', W. P. Davidson, Lee 1ga1-
terp, A. J. Earle s. James P. 1-holt.
Saunders. Brooks, l';Uciatt B. Durrett,
G. E. Route, John Choice, W. H.
Voor, Frank Kirchhoff,. Jr., A. C.
Roy tr. 1. Y.'Coleman,- J. P.
Childreos. vy, 3. Englert, W M.
Mitchell -L'. Gs Sears, W EL Down-
-ing, Louis P. 1)11k, M. N. -Gammon
and G. W. Houser.
—
1 E.H. pURYEAR,
Al'T()RNE Y /VII ,
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Bulldfng
523 Broadway, Pitelucah;Xy.
New Phone 490.
SPECIALTIES:
Abstraeling of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Estate Law.
--227--
Broadway,
•
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Henry's Aseptic
Cream for
Chaps
Henry's Aseptic Cream is the
best cure fir chipped face lips
and hands Wintry winds dry
up the natsrat moisture
of the skin iferu'y's Aseptic
Cream is a skin ifood that sup-
plies just the right plood moist-
ure that is needed takmake your
chapped skin soft add pliable
Made of the purest ingredients,
it is neither sticky nor greasy
J. IL Oehlschlaeoer
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63.
Rock, Rye
and Honey kil
Compound
Not a drink, but a eensonable prep-
aration especially adapted for coughs
and colds accompanied by fever ae in
La Gripp, etc.
Very Palatable.
50e, and $1. Bottles
BACON'S
DRUG STORKS.
fik & julaion Sta. pbona
I I Clay Sts, Dhow, 311.
On Friday, Decembert 1st, the fol.
lowing changes in time of • Sotithern
railway trains will becorite effective:
No. 1, 'new leaving LoU)sville at
7:40 a, to", will depart at 8 a. m.
No. es now leaving Louisville at
310 p. m., will depart at 3:3s p. m.
No. 23, now leavint; Louisville at
7:25 p. TM, will depail at 7:15 p.
No. 24, now leaving Leoington
6 p. m., will depart at' 5:411 p. m.
No, 1, now leaving- Lexington
5:3o p. will depart at 5 p. m.
, Correspandin.g changes will
made at local staticeis and pa
germ intending to use% these t
shou14,etarisult,ticket iallents for
pleis itiformation.
C. H. 4IONGERF RD. D P
D
0
'Manager Thomas Roberts, of Tht•
Kentucky theatre, has booked some
*excellent attractions for his piny-
how and will, soon close contracts
for several more. The plays just
booked are:
tRichard Carle, in "The Uayor of
Tokio," March tyth.
Charles B. Hanford, in "Ingomar,"
April 16tit. "
Eva Tanguay. in "The Sambii Girl".
March lath.
"The 'Maid and the nonimy,",Feb.
- the theatre.
PREVENTEDthe conservatories of the old worldGood Attractions Booked. gave her much experience and hine CRET
of work. she was eminently successful. Froci that time On she has been
a •stir in the professOn anct her ser-
vices have been sought b'y everyLte rind irziraeer. iO New York City.111 i - Ineshess" in whichthe Ci,te.tis4 1:tye the 1,4'.-e role shehas part for et ti11 she splendidlyfitted. Her singing ati'd dancing andhet etevernese in stage work have
made of her a decided favorite. TheCountess is 4P:rounded by a company
of titittsual.. merit and the members ofith. • the cast are especially fitted for the"The Girl From Mars," some time parts they assume. The chorus islarge and one of the beauty kind,
in February. ,
"The Wizard of Oz;" Feb. teith and, was especially chosen becausittofiRichard Carle was here in "The its ability to sing and dance.Tenderfoot" lest year, and Eva Tan The Cinuitess and her company willguay was also here in "The; Sembo be a• The tentuelty Wednesday, in
' last season. "'net :"S!!•tee a•.- ENCry loverOz," was here two years ago, and , of light opera should see, her andChas. iitinford, the sante season, in "The Little Duchess" as a whole. Itis doubtful if there will ever be
"The Taiiiing Of the Shrew."
road. This gave a start and shequickly showed e, what.
 
Metal 'sheAqui made. A season or two in
vaudeville and a course of -study in
equally as attractive mitisical comedyin the house again this season.
From Obscurity to Popularity and
Fame.
The rise of Olega. the CefuntesS Von
Hatzfelde in the threatrical profes-
sion, and her success during thc, last
01.••
A Charming Child Actress.
Violet Mersereau, a charming little
miss of twelve, has been engaged.for
The Bathing Girls, in,"The Little Duchess." at The Kentucky, Matineeand Night, Wednesday. Seats or. sale today.
four years in neles7cal comedy. ie achapter in theatrical life Srniy foundin the W.nider hoe*. It is not so
very long ago that the Countess, who
comes from the sarietocracy of Ger-
many, and . through whose veins
enures the 'bluest of blue blood,found herself 'n New York in at•tual
wont gile was, then . but a child andher enOther le.jso was an •actress heingimebie to work 'becaese 114neas andbecame it witli impeosible to secure
an engagement in her particular !Me.Otga; who had *flown an apeitude forthe, stage. (tet‘enisired to go out on
Catwi 
teed a p!ace in a minor
pans. to play a part on the
FIRST WOMAN
\t".•
REFEREE BACRY SAYS ONLYONE TO ASK DISCHARGE
HERE
Final Order in Estate of WilliamEllington—Last Distribution in
. • olp5imino Case.
,
the role of Flora Cameron in "The
Clansman." which will he seen at The
Kenttie.ky on Friday night. iss young
as the. now is- she hiss been on the
stage \seven years, - during whichtime she '4 played child's parts with
many prodiMent star fn het. new
role in "The Chanstnan" At has ACV-
crel Scenes Alert she has the centre
of the stage, and in which she has
shonn talent* that indicate a brilliantfuture for her when • she sets to be
reil grown-up actrene. She is theidol of the company and receives al-
tnuett erten-Win from her 'fel-low players as if she were a.really-truly star.
aderei-• nag-by, ,if the bankrupt
court, yeeteirelay said that he- had just1,44 before him tile first woman toady tor a -discharge in bankruptcyin his district which includes all ofWfeet Kentucky . woman isMre..,tva We,hburti, of Ballard rutint>. ,•Hier liti•band and she moved to
.Arkansee. several years ago, and heenSbarked in the mill business; withfier -as a partner. Hes, place burned,!h.; leed and this left his wife in a hadfinancial conelitio,i. She returned and
'filed tier pkition in bankrtuttcy sever-e: ‘..eviut Ye.terday wa• the dayfor the first meeting of the-creditotst(., title their claim& but as noneappeared to file billy agitobt.:t her andtires ate no assetti, it. is needlie,se toselect a trustee, wilt:. is needed onlywhen some assets exist. There being
nothing to tuldwinister on the credit-ors..iled not to the trouble of fil-ing their claims, therefore the referee
vitt recommend to Judge Walter Ev-ans,, at Loineville. that Mrs. ,Wa..'h-hn he granted her final cl!iberge.
• F'
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MEDICAL MEN
PROTESTS AGAINST LICENSEBEING RAISED AS TO
THEM
Article in Scientific American by LewPainter Regarding Yellow Fever
Mosquito
Tuniorrow evening the McCrackenCounty Medical society holds its meeting at the office of Dr. B. B. Grif-fith,' in be Truebeart building onftioadwar between Fifth and Sixthstreets. One of the doctors yester-day said that at the meeting would he
',rough: up the question of the mu-nicipal legislative boards severalnigitte ago adopting an -ordinancewherein there was raised from $to be;fke pee annum the licenses chargeddoctots-miel-eientists to do business inthis town. This physician .in ques-tion ea.'tt that it was unreaeonable toincrease the licenses of the profee-eional men when their bustne.s jg
compared with others of a much larg-er and more lucrative scale, who do
not much license' asifore. 'Alb: doctors- may take someetc') to gr•t• the letrklative authoritiesto knock (Or the increase and perettitthe licenne to stand as' it has beenhcretofort, SI° tirr yeA'r .
- .
Scientific American.
In the last isetie of the Seient?ficAmerican, which reached- thit city severa, days ago. there is noticed an ablywritten article upon yclow fever, theitifected tnoequitei and pertins it pointsfrhtn Mr. I.ew Palmer, of this city..Mr. Palmer _takes the stand that theslegesmyia or infected mosquito is notthe
 sr)k. cause of the spread of the diecese, his bast -for belief being thatsomething hail to infect fleie especial
niosquito whin could not infect him-self. Pahner take.. .the groundthat filth and unsanitary conditionsinfect the mosquito. and that if. theNew °ricens. people had not laid midi
etreits upon the etegrienyia and lf3eptthings in a clean sanitaryte thedisease eVoirli not spread lt e it -did.
The conditions in the Raltic coun-try are officially' declared in St. 'Pe-tirehtirg 'a.-e still very roCtiOLVa.. The
revoletioniste continue to oppose and
vex the si,leffere imansit greviouely. The
'disorder is great, '
INTRUSION BY WIRE. Dr. B. B. Griffibth 
Special 
phones 240 at residenc. Office SaleBY HAVING SE-TELEPHONE NUMBERS.
PrIvate and Business 'Phones ThatAre Not Listed—Efforts Made
, by Outsiders to Discover
Them. ,
•
"Yes, they call me Sapphire," cheer-fully admitted the operator of the tele-phone switchboard in a largklahslneashouse, reports the New York Sun. 'It'sbechuae I'm such In accomplished liar,you know. .
"But, then, that is one of the thingsI'm paid foe; so it really isn't my faultand I don't le: .: worry me. Perhaps thomost frequent lie I have to tell is whenI am asked about a dozen times a dayIf tha president has a private telephonecall—one not in the regular telephonedirectory, you know.
"Oi course he has, he'd be in the insane aaylum If he !Adel; but he doesn'twant everybody to know it. The tel-ephone was getting such a nuisance tobusiness men that a lot of them havehad to do this.
"Now, when a man's private tele-phone rings he knows it really is • per-sonal call, WS only a few people havehis number. It is a direct call from 'Cen•tral' apd does not come over the regularoffice switchboard at all.
'Every operator of a private switch-board, and of course, every 'central,' ischarged with keeping these private tel-ephone numbers strictly confidential.People try lots of different ways toworm this information out of us, butthey don't succeed."
"It saves my time wonderfully—thishaving a private call," said a lawyer. "Ireally think this plan saved me from anervous hreakdown last year.
"Mx private secretary has charge ofthe telephone supposed by' the unini-tiated to be the onlyoae by Which I canbe reached personally. Nine times outof ten the questions can be settled with-out.referring to me. Oeeaalonally. ofeourse, I have to speak to the pereon my-self. 
•"But there was a time a few years agowhen I could not dictate so much as anote to my stenographer without beinginterrupted half a dozen times. That ex-asperating little ting-a-ling has beenthe eeath knell to many a finely phrasedletter. As for Important documentn,when dictating anything that requiredus thought I was obliged to nevean entirely separnte room where I was'as absolitely 'out' as though in' my homeuptown.
"White, of course, I did not pretendtc speak to every person who called for'ine on the telephone, still ( was calledvery often. It is very different nowOnly a dozen or so persona know my pri-vate call, and sometimes my telephonedoes not ring more than Once or twicea day.
"The telephone is a mighty good serv-ant, but with one's name in the public)'telephone directory it soon becomes a
-1-Wird muter, —
1 "Yee, our house number Is Weans."said a woman who has many social du-ties. "and we guard it as we do the fam-ily jewels. Only our own direct circleof friends are able to reach us by tel-ephone.
"As some one said to me the other day,quite the height of modern intimacy isreached in the interchange of privateteleptionnnumbers. And it is true.
"You Auld be surprised to know thelengths sne people would go to discov-er the n
would yo
called u
swer is
Yea, our
be—a eo
bar of a private wire. Why,believe it, our stable often
and whoever happens to an-ked for our house number.elephone Is now just what It
was and just what it should
venience and not a niusance."
Maid $n Names in Other Lands.When a woman is °married in thiscountry her maiden name Is seldommention d. Many people to whom sheis very ell knowihaye never heard It.In Fre+, on the contrary, there areconstant reminders of the earlier dig-nity. in eigium marriage does not exttinguish t, for many married womeniitten combine the old name with thenew., Moreover, they put the maltienname last. thus giving It the greaterdistinction. We can illustrate this bysuppoeieg the cestent to eriaeall in thismein t re. le that emu Miss Brown whenshe married Mr. Robinson would haveher vielling cards pienie.i: "Mrs. Ruh-lisbon-Drown." nil eoubl4 barfele-1arraneement dm -; rot give the Belgianwife a better 5ore - 1 status than theglish wife's, I.,i. It is vety goo. thingto fetniei::e pride.—d.omf, Chronicle.
Wist:oin of (ha thin:se.,The verbal Wisdom of 122-,' C:-..-,:te'eeats teenme provartlal, auti aperet.ri-ately enough, It shows itself ernedeent-ly in their proverbs. Mee), of tileze havealready been transited Into English,but here vo a few emit., from a collec-tion by Herr Bntno Navarra, enhlishedIn Hetdelberg, which may be welcome:
"It is better rot to he than not to heanything." "Repentance is the dawnof virtue." "Even the highest towerstands on the ground." -Man thinks heknows everything, but woman knowsbetter." "Even the tnanderin of thefirs: e.ass has pier reiations." "Theeerier -if idols never worships idols; heknown : xi well what they are made or."
"A eise -if grief is longisrLhan a year of!•,y." And so on.—T. P.'s %Weekly.
—
an-Eirreed,_ She ktested.
....at -drifted on the tees:. lake,1 The Man and the maid ieere silent
-andf a little -sad. enekr." he said. "will youI float with me etways-e
-doWn the stream
i
of life,?" 
r
 .ti'ensame • ii now'?" she whispered(
"The same as now:" said he.i "I. yell, gladly!" cried the young girl.He, yen gee, was rowing doing altthe hard work. She had the helm. sheisteerad.—tilnpettnialls &WM/ 
-iithi....P.1
7 to a. fn.; to 3 p. m, 7 to o p.
,TRUEHEART BUILDING.
'Both phone s88 at the office, both
7. B. harrison,
CITY ATTORNEY
Attorney-at-Law.
Roms 13 and re Columbia Building
Old Phone mg.
'
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.)
Office. u Broadway—Phone leo
Residence, tire Broadway,
Phone 149.
j. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
FLOURN 0 Y )(Sz REItl)
LAWYERS
Rooms so, is and is. Columbia Bldg
PADUCAH. KY.
Dr. B. T. Nall
Office with Drs. Rivers et Rivers, I20
Non hFifth, Both Phone MS.
Residence too Clay, Cld Phone 1692
0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintendent.
*31 Fraternity Building
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone .32
Paducah, Kentucky.
Office phone 251, Residence phone 474
Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Rooms 3o4-6 Fraternity Building.
Vegetated
Calomel
_NEVER GRIPES NOR 
-SALI-
VATES. ALL DRUGGIST roe.
Rivers,M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES
Residence nal Office su
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOR,
LAWYER S.
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room lie Fraternity Building.New Phone 114. Old Phone 303
H. T. Hessig. M. D.
Residence.
Eighth and Jackson Streets
Telephone 270,
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 333Office hours 8 to to a. m., 1 to 3p.m. and 7 to 9 IL 112.
I-
3. K. HENDRICK, J. G. MILLED
WM. MARBLE.
Hendrick, Miller
and Marble.
LAWYERS
Rooms r, a and 3 Registering, 523 1-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts ef the
State. Both ohone s 35.
Dr. ,Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
gMrsee ovior Globe Bank and Treat
Co., 306 Broadway.
DR. R. F. IlEARNt
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444. .
• ,
On Wall Paper.
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT 114EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE FUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPEA ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDER TOFOR THE srA.L.L SUM OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN let..ziZAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARL SELLING AT 6 CENTS Zer...ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY x1/3c PER SINGLE ROL?.OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFULDESIGN& ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT sc, toe, 13c, useAND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICESTO SUIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA -NELL FFFECT, INGRAINSDESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CONSIEV`e:ABLIC COL-OR AND LOVELY4
-AFFRINGED BORDERS TO MATCH. ALLCOLORS IN BURLAPS.. .ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS INJAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE-SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINEOF BEADINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS.AND BUILDING AN DROOPINGPAPERS. .2ALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES ANDBE CONVINCED .THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT ANDGIVE YOU THE BECI VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
. C. LEE
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,
REAL ESTATE AGFArcr
MDUCAFI REAL EST/4"r:t.,... WESTERN KENTUCKY FARliti. EA.S1MO(THLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN-
 -
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE USTFREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR 1.
11111)G * 84 W. WRITTEMOICE. Pla.dweh. sox
Undertakers and Embalmers,30 SOUTH THIRD ST, PADUCAHA,K)
MAIM, 
 EINGE-11-8,,Clk 
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance'
Office*306 Broadway Phones:Office 385—Residence 1696
Paducah
Steam Dye Wueks
If you went e..ur clothes cleaned,dyed or repairek take them to K. C.Rose 329 South Third Street. I havethe nicest line cf samples for tintsin the city. Suits made to ordee.
Build- Will
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
—LAWYER—
practice in all courts of Ken
HAYES
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC,
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WIT% RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER.
FECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
STORES.
EXCURSION
St. Louis and -Tennessee River Peek-et company—the cheapest and bestexcursion out of Paducah.
T .8Free Delivery— elephone 756Having secured the services of Mr.John Niehaus, he would be pleasedto imeet his friends and old custom-ers, promising them the quickest ser-vice and nothing but the best drugsat reasonable prices
Seventh
and
Broadway.
.00 for the Round
Pt is a trip of pleasure, conifersand rest; good service.. g table,
I
gocsd rooms, etc. Boats ,e eacb
Weelnesdav and Saturday 3 p. m.For other information apply to )as.
. ileoger, superintendent; Frank , L.I baud...nen, agent.
• .. N.,
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Anyone failing to receive this paper
reg•ulraly should report the matter *a
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 318.
ore stories is the shrinkage of casual-
false in toto. A sample of these col- No pAsToR 0ALLED wHITE GARmENT
I
ties in Moscow—a most ikratifying
and encouraging shrinkage. Several
days ago the senders from Russie of FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH MOTHER EARTH NOW
reports of trouhks in that place were DID NOTHING TO GARBED IN COSTUME
both startling and blood-curdling in THIS END. OF SNOW.
their statements as to the number of
lives lost, placing the number as high
as 25,000. Now, after some days
more of figheng, we are told 'that
iehile it is impossible to ascertain the
total number "the final figures will
closely approach 2.500." A shrink-
age of nine-tenths Moacpw affords
much relief. Now all can hopefully
await final figures' from the Baltic and
Siberian Provinces.
Eseglish peilitics and political ways
arehnost peculiar. in many instancese
Though. there is soon, to be chosen a
hew parliament house of commons'
the body will be presided over by the
speaker of the body which lately re-
signed. Could one imagine a conditioii
existing in which the control of our
se of representatives passed from
one political par' to the other and
et the speaker *if the house be re-
tained in office? That is what is to
be done -In the }Mule of commons.
No matter how large a majority the
liberals may obtain as a result of the
coming elections, they will not super-
sede J. W. Lowther as speaker. The
unionists .set the example by keepigg
Mr. Gully in office and the liberd§
will now repay this by retaining the
present spcaker. With us the speaker
ship of the popular branch of the na-
tional legislature is a poeition second
only in importance to that of the
.peehident.. In the house of commons
the speaker is merely a presiding of-
ficer, with nothing like the influence
on,legielation enjoyed by the head of
the house of representatives at Wash-
ington.
Tuesday Vir4vIllinfl,./im 9, 1906-
• It will be easy enough for the coun-
cilao lowerelle tax rate if the boai'll
of equalization raises the valuation on
e real esagtetrialein the bueineh  part of
the city as it sh7iiild be raised, hunt
out the holders of valuable person
al
propenty as they should be hunted
out, take the bank showings and as-
sess the surplus money as it should
be assessed, in fact, catch the tax
dodgers and make them pay what
they should pay towards the revenue
of the citt. • It is alleged that though
the banks show thousands of dollar's
r
_r t
of id'e money that the assessor's
book shows less ettrplus money given
tie for taxation than a single Noe of
the well known moneyed men of the
city really iliase it is also said that
while there are diamonds galore own-
,e(i by the people of the city that the
assessor's book will show that there
are • not enotigh dim:nom:le within the
city, liahle for taxes, to fill the craw
of a canary, while men with house-
hold- properly which must have cost
them thousands are down on the as-
nriesor's book as creeping less than
enough of such: iffeatirtoefurnish- 'en
average one-story cottage. But this
i- not all It ie said that men who
own a number 'of homes throefechout
_ 
'hike city have manylhonees glircli are
'riot listed it all. one instance being
flerv'efl 'that the owner of fully eine buner-
. died houses,. has not over thirty of
them down for taxation. The Reg-
ister repeats, it will be easy hiough
for the touncil to lower the taxes if
the board of equalization will only do
its duty in standing the tax dodgers
up and' making them pa); into the
treasnry of the city their proper pro-
tiortion of the city's revenue. But
these things may be left as before
and the tax rate nod decreased a5 a
con •equerice . .
A gaod bill before cringrees.an4gme
which should be promptly pasiad is
the'one to punish any one for gil'• •
. away or selling any of the secrets
statistics of the departmenhe. The
introduetion of this act was -prompt-
ed by the recent sale or Wit of the,
cotton report of the government, he
diviiliednce of which is one of the
scandals of the present 
am 
irtistra-
Akin. Speaking of the introduction
of this law and the. necessity for its
eenetment the Neehrille -Banner says:
"It ie rather remarkable that no pun-
ishment is now provided by law for
this character of offence. Of courice
it, is, a catis'e for dismissal when dis-
covered by the heade of the depart-
ment, but no indictment can be found
in the courts and the offender retiree
laking the price of his perfidy with
atino The offense is in a measure a
w one, because .it is in comparative-
le recent years that the government
.has begnn to make crop report, on
which the business world relics and
concerning which advance inferma-
, tint' is valuable. This'. accounts, prob
' ably, for the fact that no penalty has
been Ilnovided for the violation of
such trusts. It ie. necessary, both t•
the. public welfare and the integrity
of the government, that these leeka.
be prevented, and the hill that seeks
.e
to. place them in the category of crien
.
tl offenses. is a good t e,. which
hold become a law."
.
• 'Mere -may be no Bow journals,
it'. Russia, but there ar the quill drive..
the io thland compe entho get one
out on the briefest totke, judging
from the class of oeve they:send out.
The preset of this cou y, after being
:lepeateslly galled emits Orbited wit
heeaggerated and highly coloredk
masion sent from Rusaia he
era/ we,iti jut .14f4tti'
gcsity4 tk
Flanemarion, the French astrono-
mer, ms telling.gredulousi readers as
much about Mars as an average man
can tell another about the people of
some distant seetioo.of hi.. owncoun-
try. These siatellialts are interest-
ing as racy reading i good•for noth-
ing else, but there' will be thoste who
will accept the every wordega .......
whole -tenth- simply behause they are
Of that class whit.% believes every-
thing they read i, the newspapers.
Rut Astrogomer Flatranterion storiee
about Mars won't hurt any one: they
will cause only a one da'y's wonder
and the-n something else will catch the
credulous.
• There is a paper ill an. 04clahoma
town Which advocate the teaching of
grafting in schools. Its. defense of
the idea is that it wants the coining
generation to he able to at once hold
its own with the geeng generation.
Though' a 'jest the -uggestein w uld
seem to be timely.. Ie' •
LONG PROMOTED
FILLS VACANCY CREATED BY
MR GUS ROGERS' RES-
IGNATION,
Chief Collins Urges Eight More Men,
But Question Is Yet to Be
Passed On
Last evening the police and fire
cemmiseioners held their regular
monthly meeting at the city hall gen-
eral assembly chamber. There was
nothing before them except to elect
the successor to Mt'. (Ins Rogers,
Who ten days ago eecigieta hie posi-
tion as a member of the police force
to become deputy sheriff under Sher-
iff John W. Ogilvie.
The cenimiesioners elected to fill
t!!e vacancy Mr. Courtney Long,
v.ho has been the extra- man on the
police force for some weeks. He saw
service in the department about ten
years sego and made a first-class offi-
cer, as attested by his good work.
F. M. Matlock, the former saloon-
keeper, was elected first extra on the
force, whik the cotnmiesiionere post-
poned Until their next session the mat
tee of selecting a. second extra.
ehief James Collin', of the police
force, vontinties to urge that he he al,
lowed eight more men by the legis-
lative boards that have the authority
to say how many Shall be maintained
on the department. He says it takes
that many ateiteast to- prieperly poli0
the city which is growing faster ev-
ery yeer. but the increases to th• de-
partment do not keep apace with the
commercial develocirtient, as They
should. Every man now has to cover
miles of territory and this is lentirtly
too much for oroperhportection of
the public. •
hie is a barilltritpt sal.! and Must
by old. Come anti Icieik at fine fine
toil soap at toe pee-e box., Z. T.
'toketoe, Market ?bonne.
tt Danfesrtil;.' state treaei er of
from 1880aelo thg., died - it.
Sane* y
Oil
Song Service Not Held at First Pres-
byterian Church on Account of
Disabled Organist.
Sunday morning the members of
the First Chrisliaa oteurchelad in-
tended' 'taking tua the allestiaprof call-
ing a pastor -16- succeed Reel. W. H.
Pinkerton, who i on ac-
count of many diem s ii 
there the matter 1s-asot 
tliasesiendg,
and was postponed in ini
Song Service.
On account of the church organist,
Mies Adah Brazleton, cutting her
hand and being unable to play, the
song service intended Sunday eight
at the First Presbyteriau ch clCwas
postponed -until Ihe comm n hb a t h
evehil
..theAtan Pr4Ve
This evening at the Trimbk street
Methodist church Charles T. Taggart,
"The Mean From Vetmont," appears
wall his impersonating entertainment.
He is a celebrated' character.
Many Admissions.
About 300 aamissiane halt bee
made to the First Baptist churclt
since the great revivals started there
eiglet weeks ago.
Quarterly Conference.
This evening at the Ilretadway
Methodist . church the first' gaerterly
conference of this 'yearwill be held by
Presiding Elder J. K.431ackard,
Spivorth Lague- Measing.
Thaftday evening the Senior Ep-
worth league of the Broadway Meth-
odist church will hold a business
meeting with Mr. and Mrs. John U.
Robinson, of North Eighth street.
Minister Injured. •
Rev. H. C. Roberts, of the Eureka
Springs, Ark.. Baptist church is suf-
fering from two broken ribs -and a
fractured collarbone, as the result of
being thrown down hard while try-
ing to board a Frisco train. He is a
cousin of Chief Deputy Wan. Kidd, of
the circuit clerk's office here. and
rte•go in a few days to Biloxi.
NrissA to fake -charge of--the -Baptise
chgrch there.
Another Fieport.
Frankfort, Jan. fl,---Toder-R—The
house Speaker Lawrence appointed
his, standing commlttees. Head, of
hacCracken, was made 'chairrnan of
immigration and labor and was placed
on printing, municipalities appropria-
tions and mines and mining.
Tomorrow 's hill day and an aval-
anche of measures will he introduced.
Among the important hills will be
fete to protect newspaper, men
in the state by, providing
Oita when a newspaper is sued for
libel or erroneous publicatiolo the
suit raust be filed in the ,county ip
which the newspaper is published or
in whith the plaintiff resines. Also
goie provhling that when the ,gover-
nor offers reward for a criminalenoe
tice of 'stir • kind mum he printed in
_the counr paper cif the county where
the, -rim l was committed
A need- 1- of bills effectin0 Padu-
cah will ; • introducted by Campbell
in senate. Head's position on muni-
cipalities committee will give him an
opportunity to assist their passage in
the lower house.
The! election of senator occurs by
--both --houses- onnenso* „And again in.
a week.
Lieut. Gov. Thorne gave Blackburn
mien the best / the committees en
the senate. The ...verse is true in-theu
Jesse, 11. Cunningham, a nightwaclit
man, shot and fatally wounded Frank
Heary, a highwayman, eeilio had at-
tempted to hold him tip on Third aye
nue, in Louisville, Sunday morn.
Henryahael a confederate. who • --
caped. A revolver in the hands of
one ef the rebber , lees plee doe the
face of Cunningham,. and tie, failur
e
of to explode saved lais..life.
Whistier, the painter, was one (lay
dining in the Cafe Neaoolitait in. Paris'
vhen some undesirable acquaintanc.!
accosted him. "Well, Mr. Whistler,
and how are yon getting on?" said lie.
"I'm not," iiaid Whistler, finishing Ins.
aheintire and putting on his hat. "I'm'
getting off."
While Rear Admiral Evans' squad-
ron g was leaving New York harbor,
proceeding to sea, the battleships
Kentucky and Alabama collided aed
ran aground. The Kaarsarge was
able to put to sea, hut the Kentucky
was ordered back:
- - -
It is probable thaf all the Denis-
ville contest cases before the legisla-
ture ,will be heard by the combined
committees. Such -a course.. it is ac-
cepted, would chae time for thP at-
torneys and their clients.
" While the new "reform" mayor of
lw,vaneville wit flmlist em the -closing
of saloon," eveey -night at It. o'clock
,
't is 'aid he- will net demadd the altos,
tog of saloon., ,end theaters. on 
Sun-,
a
•
Predictions for Today Are for Con-
tinuance of Cold Weather, But
More Severe.
The weather here the' past day or
two has been of that varied, con-
stantly changing character that seems-
so peculiar to this climate at periods.
Sunday all day it was very warm, an']
this continued until a late hour that
night. About it o'clock a slowly
drizzling rain commenced falling and
then in a-few hours it begau snowing
very heavily, for a while the startle
being of a blinding nature. Between
7 and 8 o'clock yesterday morning
it stepped, but had by this time well
covered the ground with several
inches. During the day, however, the
warm rays of the sun melted this
considerable out in the streets and
on sidewalks where constant 'traffic
was passing back and forth steadily.
but the melt was not of any huge de-
gree, as the crisp' atmosphere kept up
all the time. Last night it began
turning much colder, until this morn-
ing at 3 o'clock the therpmmeter
stood at only i6 degrees abhve zero.
The predictions from the weather
bureaus are that today this section
will encounter a cokl• wave that will
cause t4e mercury tto nearly fel‘l out
of the 'bottom.
This is the first touch of . actual
winter weather that has come around
this vicinity, the elements heretofore
being of a very mild pleasure nature.
exhept for several nights a few, weeks
ago when it became quite chilly!
The snow caused a wholesaie re-
vival of sleds by the school Children,
while the fall was not heavy enough
for the big sleighs to be out with
their 'spirited horses and jingling
bells. • The. coating of' white downs
substances was not great enough.
either, te interfere with the opera-
tion of street cars, but 'General Nian-
agerhilleecker say's he has se%eral
snow' plows ready for service 1:
needed.
SECRETARY TART OPENS
A BIG SENSATION.
He Says the Isthmus Canal Deals offt 
• e
Were Arranged Without Proper 
ce Phone, 484-A
Washington, D. C. Jan. 1.-Thi
letter of the secretary of war to thk
President transmitting the annual re-
sent and of the president of the
Panama railroad company, together
with the reports, were received by
the tvett houses of congress today.
The report of the canal commission
has been made public.
Secretary Taft, in- hie letter, hl-
vised the president that there is to
be a majority and a minority report
from the 'board of consulting engi-
neers,as to the type' of canal to be
recommended, and that he ehpects
soon -to receive by cable from Gen.
Davis, Chairman of the .board, w
ho
will meet the foreign members in
Brussels on January 9, a cenrartnotion
of the majoriey report. The minority
report ill' being prepared. he added
,
and he gripes that the whole pat
ter
may he presented for submission
 to
congress by the first'of Februrary..
The secretary takes up the repor
t
of the lwesinkne of the railatiad co
m-
pany and discuses two ‘transactions
referred to in thk report—that issue
of bond: and their repurchase by the
company, and the Markel contract for
boding employes on the holmium.
NEWS IN BRIEF. --
, Th!e revolution in Baltic prohnces,
tkhough apparently cruShed, never-
tl*leires gives great concern . to the
goveepinent at St. Iletcrshhri.
President Roosevelt is eiipected ••••
order investigation of Mrs. Miner
Morris's ejection front the Whae
fleth:e.
.Vashin•gton is- advihd that Suite,
Demitego revoliteitie i- ended.
Lord Roberts has accepted the pre;
idency of the Soldiers' Christian. As- .
Isociation,It is undetetood that altogether the,peace negotiations cost the Japenest
government $eceg000.
John M. Gearin, recently appointed
United State senator from' Oregon
will be the purest man in that body.
Twelve small newshoys attacked
and nearly killed a riegro man in Lou
isville, in retaliatioir of his ilaving
cutithe throat of one of their number.
The Ho eel Arlavur and the block in
which it wale located, at Elyria, 0.,
were destroyed by fire; the losees ag-
gregating $loo,000. - •
Tht tows) council at Sharpsburg.
Ky., 'has ordered, places of business
of every description to remain closed
on Sunday.
Jesse W. Hath, a traveling sales-
Man of netr6lf. , committed rut-
cide in a Olitago Hotel enithharbolic
acid. •
Ellie E. F?outh. as-well known rail-
road man- of Terre "Haines, Intl., was
fatally Intr. by a fall at his home.
The- year's cotton crop in Mexico is
estimated at, less than 90,000 bales.
Telic Solar 'has over ane-half the
tea of the Lathed State?... Its
%on is verg Antall for its area. The
yan and Nubian dee-efts are only
eentinnation of it to the Red. Sea.
•k
IMPORTANT NOTICH
••• •
. 
We beg to inform the 'public of Paduvah and :sty that we have -
opened a store at -
640 BROADWAY WITH A FINE LINE OF
WATCHES AND JEWELRY
Also -a complete line of Eye-Glasees and Spectacles. We sell
Elgiior Waltham Watches, with 20 year Cases for Sithoo.
LOOK AT OUR WINDOW DISPLAY. FOR MORE BARGAINS.
REPAIRING DEPARTMENT.
,
Repairing Departments
We pride ourselves in this dapartment, which turns out our work
promptness, BEST OP woriegAfti. Tr, and at prices which defye• .
competition. We make a !cpecialty in hepai
A
ring Fine Frersiu . Clocks,
and English Hall Chime Clocks. :Clocks called for and d.livered at
your request. We do Gold and 'Silver plating at short noticie and short
prices. Diamond* reset while, you wait: INe/7 wilt take in exchange fit
any purchase any OLD GOLD ik,nd SILVER which you have no nse
for, giving you full inatket value for same, hiChich i about the same at
giving you New Gooch for Old coods.
WATCH GLASSES FREE IN OUR OPENING, TO ALL WATCHES.
LEFT TO REPAIR AT THESE REDUCED PRICES FOR
30 DAYS ONLY
Watches cleaned and examined..
New Mainspring, hest quality ....
Nev.; Case or Hairepeing
New jewels, whole or cover  
., .75c up," Wale)) 'Hands toe up •
...7.5c up Watch Glasses toe up
...75c up Watch Keys '  Sc
soc up.
•
We-are the cheapest in Watch and Jewelry repairing in Paducah. All
work guaranteed for one year. Highest pi-he paid for Old Gold and
Silver.
A. POLLOCK
Watch Maker, Manufacturing Jeweler and Optician.
NEW PHONE 113-R 640 BROADWAY, PADUCAH, KY
Credit to t hose who need it :
- - heennete--
J. W4 HUGHES
GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building
Residence Phone, 323
5,4S-1.4S10141'..1*.14651*54*
rs,.5ecloo'
. es
tte
!Se
RT
It is poor economy to have
your watch repaired by the
CHEAP man
You want FIRST CLASS
work at Reasonable.l prices.
We fin the bill exactly.
*V.
i. L. WOLFF
Jeweler
wirdivirkstx wig* k ark k atFr-to
NI1
To improve; and Preserve Your Beauty
USE NADINE FACE POV
"THE NADINO
In Green Boxes Only.
SUPERIOR IN QUALITY. HARM-,
LESS AS WATER. -
Nadine Face Powder is compound-
id ana purified b ya newly discovered:.
meths,. Produces a beautiful, soft
velvet appearance, which remains Urre
tit washed off. Ladies who ,use Na-
dine Face...Powder 'in green boxes
ore sure the coral:de/Lion will be fresh.
and lovetv at close of the evenhig.
The quality it unequaled. Buy.
one so cent package and if you arc •
not entirely satisfied notify us, andi
we will promptly refund your money.
Sold by leading druggists, or mail.
Trice 50 cents. White, Flesh, Pink,
Bennett.
NAITOOLVOILE70-e-i Paris,Tenn.
Sold in Padecah by \ell Leading /
f ruggists. • 1,
ntsvr44,2T4.461(.--,:-?4,412i4W.41k24,
XMAS IS GONE, BUT tic
Bleich's Jewelry_ Store
is still headquarters for anythin
in the line,
224.. Broadway,
X301rI*111 -11S
•
. 4+4
eLargest Stock Lowest Prices Satisfaction Guaranteed
Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers
The Paducah Furniture, Manufacturing Co.
BOTH 
, 
SALES ROOMS 114 116207 213 SOUTH THIRD STREET
SOCIAL GAYETIES
MRS. THOMAS LEECH ENTER-
TAINED AT CARDS YES-
TERDAY.
e Charity Club Will Meet Tomor-
row Morning at The Palmer Par-
lors--Mkny Affairs.
Mrs. Thomas C. Leech, of Fountain
avenue, ,,yesterday afsetimia enter-,
tamed it cards, conipFt9sp4l.kar.y to
The soo Club, and Ilse hditse guests
2 of Mir. and Mrs. William Hughes, of
West Jefferson street. Totnorrov.• af-
ternoon Mts. Clarence Sherrill entsr-
tains at her hunivost Yotinfain•avenut
near Jefferson street.
Delphic Club.
This morning the Delphic club
meet's at the Carnegie library, on
Ninth and Broadway.
"Picnic fitapper."
f' .This _evening the rembers oiGrace Episcopal einirch will have aplzeic supper at the tItild intim( in thenew parish house. Ali will bring withthem their lunches that will be puttogether end setvsd in picnic style. Avery delightful and unique affair- ssill
be held.
4
The ab.. -
Mrs. l4cnry IJl Jefferson
• -near Eighth stre4J,40- fhie aitetie,ea
entertain The soo club.
V.
Cooley-Winter.
Tomorrow at Mayfield there will be
married Miss Minerva Cooley, of that
city, and Mr. Jordan Winter, of Nasa-
sota, Texas,
,Charity. Club Meets.--
Totwarraw morning at. to -313 o'clock
the Charily .c114) will meet 4t ,„Ths
Palmer' parlor and 'All enernSere4 are
urged to be prescr!,
Afternrda.
Nfrs.- Hial,bard S. Wells will enter
tnin Thursdey afternoon, 'Jannaty
. 1811f. at cards, in her apartments at
• the Empire flats 'on Broadway near
. Seventh street. The gathering will
he complimentary to a visitor coining
to be her guest. •
Smprisa Party.' •
Mr. and airs ,Morris Hirechtield,
of 424 North 1140furth street were
Sunday evening tendered a delightful
emprise party. Their many friends
suddenly swooped dusts upon ,the
newle married and. happy pair und
accorded them p.most delightful gath-
ering of several hours.
For Newly Married Pair.
, Mr. Roy Katteajohn last evring
• ti o'clock entertained witli'a dining
• complimenta* to Mr. and Mrs:
Clem.13Ieich.'of Jackson, Teun., 'who
4. Wee married several weeks ago and
T, are here for a brief visit to the
/ groom's parents. Mr. and Mr.. John
J. Illeich, of Clark near .Ninth greet.
The ,elegant repast was served at the
home of the host's parents, Contrac-
tor and M . Win. Katteriolm, of
South Fifth between Washington and
Clark streets, and covers were set for
ten.. A stmmtuotte feast of -many
course, was served and it was a hap-
py reunion, this being the first oppor-
tunity the many friends of the well
•kriown young groom have 'had to ex-
• tend congratulations to 'himself and
cbarrning bride, who is a most beauti-
tut and cultured young lady., Mose,
Prominent Jacks-on family. ---
. The couple return home t41i morn?
i 'Tag , as the groom's Business will not
permit a longer sojourn here, at his
-former nay.
County Court.
• judge Lightfoot - convened county
court yesterddy but did very little, as
ENCAMPMENT
MR. .BECKENRACH AND OTH-
ERS GO TO FULTON TO-
MORROW.
Organiser Hlelsley Goes to Kirksey to
Install Lodge—Elks' Corner-
Stone Laying.
Yesterday Mr. Peter J. Becken-
bach received word from Fieltoh. that
arr,angementn had been male so that
there could be instituted there tomor-
rolv night the new encampment gotten
itp. Tomorrow evening was the date
originally decided upon, but last week
the Fultonites sent word here that the
assembly hall would be occupied that
night, therefore the institution cere-
monks, would have to be held at an-
other time. Mr. B.eckheniaaeh told
them to set the date then, and now
he gets word that things are all right
fin tomorrow evening, at which time
he goes down accompanied by Messrs.
Charles Kelly. Turner Anderson, Har
ry Judd, I. K. Taylor and William
Morgan.
Woodmen Lodge.
Organizer J. W. Helsley, of this
district for the Woodmen of the
World. wilt this morning go dowil to
Kirkwey, Calloway county, where to-
rrght he installii the new lodge of
Woodhorn that he organized there
some weeks ago. The bac* goes in
wit'', a membership of twenty-two,
which is excellent. considering the
small sine of the place. "
Cornerstone Laying.
The Elks committee that has charge
of arrangements for the cornerigone
laying is contemplating having it next
Sunday, but this.weather may have a
tendency to prearent it if it continues.
risry-th.tot. is - minable,
thougis it will doubtless be the coin-
ing Sabbath. The committee malc....s
assoeti. selecting 
_scrum state„, at the
I( dire meeting next Thursday evening
and by then it can be seen what the
%scattier will be. The services will.
Ix quite elaborate and are for their
ni----w - building on North Fifth beside
thr• postoffice..
MEDICINE CO.
DIRECTORS AND OFFICERS
WERE RE-ELECTEP LAST
EVENING.
Banks. of the City Elect Directors
Today, With Exception of Two
Institutions.
test tveniug the stockholders for
the Sutherkend alledicine company
held a meeting and re-elected the old
board of directors, who are Abe Liv-
ingston, Charles Alcott, W.' Pax-
ton, Richard Rudy and .11% R. Lindsey.
The directors their re-elected all the
old whb are. Richard Rudy,
president amid general • manager.
Charles Aleott, secretary. ,
,Bank Directors.
• This afternOon the banks of the
city, with exception of the Paducah
Banking compafra atad the Citizehs
Savings baok, have meetings to elect
the directors for 1906. The director-
ate, win Olin tomorrow name the
officers who are to serve for this year.
Tit'e Citizen's bank does not elect un-
til 'next June, while the Other insti-
tution mentioned hat already chosen
its officials and flit:tette-ate. ,
Located In St. Louis.
Mr Harry Berry has resigned his
the clerk's eiffice and courtroom' are position with The Racket store andin a torn-tfp condition on account of totnurrow goes to St. Louis to take
the improvements, while the judge ie a place with elle Ferguson-MrKin-
suffering,from a severe cold and can . /icy whgleee dry goods company 
of
1 _liertly speak above a whisper. Thera that saue..,
are a number of settlements And Miter 11ft. perry has been aith the Moho
things he will make today. cah,house -for about six years and is
....„
.reecog.nieed as one 91. the besi, dry
' Soap! Soap?! Soap!!! Llipsds hien of this portion of the/ Worth ase for 10C . Sold on teth state, he thoroughly understanding
end tette eaprcial sale at the ma'rket the. business from top to bottom. Hehotter , 
' e -74 ii(Wir ig the boast with flie new firm... •
" l'hethe time being.. but will eventual-
WATER NOTICE ly .ealic to the road for the ne and join
Patrons of the Water Company their large corps of travelifig—;epree
are reminded that their . water relhti eintpatives.:
expired Dec. 31st. . Those who desire!
to renew them Rhona(' do so before it
.
Royal Arch Masons.
Si forgotten. ad all premises not paidLmifTliere will he work in ahl ,the de-
for on or lofore January toth, grees 4:30. p in., 'T(iesday, fan. 9th,
be abut off I tot*.
The pr payment of water, ' Ifianquet at beto• Visitors 'cordially
rent* wiS ve vexation and cost t larqnst.--.•
the sonsantar, i ttrik/WAiLlitit, 'Ii P t. „
fad 11009vittic / 'CH 43. IfOI 4,IDAY, Sec. lais,•
• _
BASEMENT
CONTRACTOR LOCKWOOD'S
MEN START TO WORK TO-
MORROW.
Boiler for Hospital Shipped From
Kewanee, ahd Pins Here
About Tomorrow.
Contractor William Lockwood yes-
terday stated that he would about to-
morrow put to owrle his men who
will fix up the basement at Rivereide
hospital, on Fourth and Clay streets,
in such a manner that it can be used
as ward for colored. people. He was
awarded the contract last week and
has been waiting instructions to go
ahead. These have now been given
him by the directorate. I wilt take
about two or three weeks to complete
the work, which means that the base-
ment will be put in as good condition
as the wards upon the fist and sec-
ond floor.
The hoard of directors of the hos-
pital expect eo build in the spring a
house out in the hospital
yard,. wherein will be confined
cases of contagious dista‘as brought
there for treatement add which cases There. gets out for Cairo . at 8
are too aggravated /or the patients to o'clock this morning the .steamerbe left in the wards with the other Dick Fowler. She comes-back to-people. It cost about $1,500 to
ptoperly fit up a separate building
for this purpose, and provision to
pay tor it will he made in the ap-
portionment ordinance that is to
shortly be adopted, designating how
much • money each. department wiN 'the Tennessee river this morning andget this year. lays here until 5 o'clock tomorrow
afternoon before shipping away on
:ilicerreturn trip. 
.!sterday forThe Butt croff left
Clarksville and comiee haekotoneee
tow gets away immediately for Nash-
y 
The Reesoftee- went- -down Sunday
en route from Cincinnati to ahemphis.
She gets to the latter place tomorrow
end lays there until Thursday before
Starting this way euiret return trip-.
The Peters Lee Sunday went tip for
Cincinnati from Memphis. She gets
to her deetihation tomorrow and
leaves on her return this -way.
The steamer Chattanooga left Sun-
MAYOR YEISER WILL HAVE day for Chattanooga. Tenre to receive
FINANCE COMMITTEE TO its equipment and enter the packet
MEET. trade beeween here and there. She
kit here with to,000 sacks of corn.
The Cha r I e st on tomorrow goes to
Cairo to tow eorn for the HallidayAn Official Declares It Impossible to reset
I company.
• Make Tax Rate $1 55 and Up-
hold Recommendation.
. Stages Yesterday.
DON'T LOSE AN OPPORTUNITY ,
TO TRY OUR
.00 SHOES
ALL STYLES s ALL LEATHERS '
EVERY PAIR. WARRANTED
We Do Repairing
Lendler & Lydon
Phone 675. 309 Broadway.
THE RIVERS
The boiler for the hospital .was
shipped yesterday morning from
Kewanee, Ill., and will arrive here
tonight or tomorrow, when it will
immediately be installed and there
heabandoned t eity's street roller,
which• was .Saturday pressed into seer_
vice when the old boiler gave down.
The roller is heating the institution
well and fills the purpose finely. ,
•
DESIGNATE SUMS
night. '
The Joe .Fowler got away yesterday
for Evansville and comes back again
tomorrow, while today's boat is the
John S. Hopkins. 
•
The steamer Clyde comes out of
Mayor. Veiser yesterday stated that
he would call the foint finance .:oln-
neittee of the aldermaniciind council-
manic bodice together some evening
tlfie week for the especial purpose of.
designating what sums of money
shall be allowed to liquidate the ex-
penses of every municipal department
for this year. The finance committee
koks into the recotnntended needs of
every branch of the municipal govern-
ment and then frames up an ordi-
nance, which it brings in- to the full
board's, recommending that there be
allotted to each department just what
ever they think necessary. When
thi bill is. brought before the full
boltrda the balance of the members
make whatever changes they deem
neee4sary. The ordinance is then
passed, and when the board of city
etipfrvisors finish deciding what fig-
ure eaen-piece of property will have
to be valued at for tine purposes this
year, the authorities then compute the
total amount of money fetedcd into
the 
-total .assessed valuation of prop-
city, and this will show what rate of
texation has to be had.
One city official yesterchiy-seid that
Mayor Yeaser in hi f annual message
recommended that about one billion
dollars' worth of improvements be
made, and then in the. next , clause
that the tax rate he !milt $1.55. This
official said he did not exactly see
vihere the mayor stood, 4 the latter
knew positively that his tormnenda-
tions could not be concurred in at
eat' reduced reee of taxation.The mAyor yesterday, said he had
not yet fully decided what night he
would bave the finance committee to
'meet and get outlifted the sums to be
allowpd each city department for this
twelve months.
Fuller Soap.
The only soap mentioned in script-
'ave. Speeially adaptedN for. every-
body, .2 Fake! for,. 5c. Don't .forget
the th and 13th, Market hotiee.
The Northwestern of ILifwhvitaa.
Let me tell you abnnt it behve
,you ;do anything further.
C B. IfATFIELD, Att.
Cairo,
Chattanoogaete0.9; failing.
Cincinnati. .6; eising.
Evaneville, 2.4; rising..
Florence, ie. ;
Johnsonville, 3.8; 'rising..
Louisville, 'TT el*
Mt., Carmel, .14.2; rising." '7' 'IF
Nashville, 13.8; standing., • W7
PhisSurg, 7.r:
Davis ishma Dant, 7.o; '
St.. ronis, mIng
Ver11011,
Paducah, 24.3; rising..
- - •
' ,
CAPTAIN CHOSEN
WM ROBERTSON WILL HEAD
• , THE EAGLE'S DEGREE
TEAM.
Free Musicale to Be Given by "Blind
Joe" Mangum and Friends This
Evening.
Last evening at the meeting of the
Eagle's hedge, in 'their quarters on
Sixth and Broadway, Mr. William
Robertson, the puntber, was selected
an captain oi the degree team, for the
order. Tilt. team goes Over to Bowl-
ing Green Next S•tolay to help insti-
tute the tow lodge organized thare by
State President L. P. Head, of this
city, who i no* attending the state
legislature, but Who goes down from
Frankfort to supervise elle-installa-
tion %seek.
Anrangemente have been made for
a free mueicale 'to be given ehie even
ing at the club rooms of the kolge
for the benefit of "Mind Joe" Man-
gem. the talented violinist, who is in
the ci:y for an indefinite sojourn. He
will he aseisteei in the entertainment
by go! PerAce4 of Prof. Harry Gil-. .
thc,, talerteet "leftist
"Blind Jolf" ba. always upon every
occaeion o freely teneleied his aide
toryieete for :anything in the musical
line stlikt, anti tnany friersai. desire toin'tlik manner attest their smiaeni
thee of hie constant friendship. A
I most V;xcellent progrkrn. has been at-
% rrmge& cant i et i me of meter pieces,
i hut all willite fully repaid by hearing
limb( the rare.selorctione from the ver-
e-
Newest and Best Music
Latest Copyright Books
Up-to-date Box Papers
And Fine Stationery
By the Pound or Quire
ALL AT CUT PRICES
Harbour's Book Dept.
DON GILBLRTO•
at his Optical Parlors has a large display
•ef the-
Victor Talking Machines
prices ranging from $16 to $100.
The Victor for $22.00
LI A BEAUT. REMEMBER I AM THE FIRST MAN TO
THE PRICES DOWN ON RjORD. MY PRICES ARE:
7-inch, 35c 10-inch, 60c 12-inch, $1.
THESE ARE ALL NEW RECORDS, BRAND NEW FRO
FACTORY. MY BUSINESS HAS BEEN INCREASED S
IDLY I HAVE HAD TO OPEN AN EXTRA PARLOR T
PLAY THIS LINE.
I HANDLE EVERYTHING TO REPAIR BROKEN VICIvu°
MACHINES. COME TO ME WITH YOUR TROUBLES v"
wall-YOUR MACHINES AND I WILL GIVE YOU ALL INFORMA'. and,
HOW TO CLEAN AND FIX THEM. ALL I NF ORMA-asti-
ABOUT OUR MACHINES GRATI.S. emely
tth the
WHEN YOU BUY RECORDS FROM ME YOU DON'T Ithaca-
PIG IN A BAG—YOU HEAR EVERY ONE PLAYED Mk' down,
his hat.NOT SATISFACTORY YOU NEEDN'T BUY:
aay sort
I CARRY A VERY LARGE ASSORTMENT OF NEE maliage
THE VERY FINEST VICTOR'S AND OTHER MAKES, wauscript'
FURNISH TO MY CUSTOMMERS, GIVING THEM THE Pe tender
a, I per-ON MY NEEDLES. 
s swirling
MY VICTOR TALKING MACHINE PARLORS ARE a all the
autirtnnFROM i P. M. TO 9 P M.- — ad thecare
• We'll Just
The Victor Talking Machtne Man, min form ta
of the sups
brae, find
e ft alone to
taste feature
.4
that
606 S. Fourth St., Cor. Jackson, pou,how fit that
PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE.. BEER
Sold at
Gray's Buffet,
Palmer House Bar. t
L. A. Lagomarsine
ALBEN W, BA KLEY,
raAttopoit -a Law.
Room No. 5, Colum Building.,
(.(atile pianist who statists as a peer
among (seisms of that class.
T. wiFf within the next
decide noon the date
I give their minstrel which
.151 postponed from )4eimf
n 
ore the holi-
days, o acconr.l 'at 
r 
rueh every- tea
body was having with ,,the Omistina! %dem
trade, preventing them from having
spew 'time outfit:feet -to attend the re-I Miss/ovine
hcarsski. , • • band't
..
'tenth street
 tting money
tr little lot-
Pictures, Diplomas, lagrhyme—
Water and Oil Colors,!-
Mottos and CalttkIng man
Framed right up to date basked the
uten time at the are a con-
e_ street
PADUCAH 
MUSIC_ th
5 d
,i438 Broadway. ther, and,
ourteously
preasure
NOT/Coecurrence
Highreei price paid for„, fact, it dose
and regula-
t3t0VeS etr2drsons of the
tly elhereitF tun? aofessional
Bay anything and sell eVasnisp-
1118-230 Court street. Old pho
Fransigo--
wagon in conneeti
•
MONTANA MA?
Species of Canine
Parj.akes
in
S DOG WOLF
at Iv Tame, Yet
the Wild
ka.
I was smoking ery pipe in the cabin
of an old timer who lives on Muddy
creek in southeastern Montana when
I happened to look out oil the w.indow
and saw an animal pass by that for
a moment I tok to be a red wolf, re-
lates a writer in Forest and terecanr.
I said to the old man: "What have
you got out there?" and he replied:
"Yes; I am glad you spoke about that;
wanted you to see them pups."
Them while we walked out of doors,
be told me that he had a litter of six
ptps, half gray wolf and half ordinary
domestic dog, and that he had two of
these puppies still about the hou3c, the
other four having been given away.
The wolflike animal, with four or
dye other dogs, was standing near a
wagon close to the house, and when
called gallopedreheerfully to us, wag-
ging its tail andktwisting its body, and
thrust his nose into the hand of each
of us, seeming to enjoy the pats and
caresses that it received. In color it
was reddish, somewhat the color of
the summer coat of a deer, yet hard-
ly so bright; there was more of a
brown fp it. On the tail the hair lay
parallel to the skin and did not stand
out as it does on the brush of a fox
or the tail of a wolf or coyote. On
the other hand, the shape of the crea-
ture was that of a grays wolf, which it
also equaled in size.
These pupa are great thieves, and
things have to be kept out of their
way or they will steal them. They
cannot bark. Sometimes they e----tfr
to try to do so, and break out into a
regular wolf howl.
WHAT MIKE'S FOREMAN D:',
As Concisely Described by Mike
Himself for the Benefit
of Jury.
One of Eddie Fiiy's storks relates to
'kb; eaperiences as a juror.. It illus-
trates the value of concise expression.
"When I was on the jury," says Foy,
"one of :the cases I heard was that
of a laborer againstthe employer iq
whose foundry he had been injured.
The foreman of the foundry testified,
and then the attorney for the plaintiff
called Michael Shea. ea •
"'Mike,' ingeired the lawyer, - 'do
you know the gentleman .who has just
left the stand?'
"'Sure I do.'
"'What- does he de at the foundry?
"'He's the foreman."
"'What are his duties as foreman?'
"'Well, I don't know, sore
"'Surely you know what the fore-
man's duties are,' said the barrister.
'You work under him, don't you?
"'Yes. He's me boss.'
—Well, then. He draws pay for be.
lug your boss, and he must do some-
thing to earn that pay. Now, what
does he do?'
"Mike scratched his head for a me-
  meat, looked at the ceiling, and
a smile coming to his lips, he an-
swered: 'What does he do? Well, sore
we do what he tells* us—that's what
be 
"And with this definition of the du-
ties of a foreman we were compelled
to be content"
It
Psi
th
and
Con
HONOR OF THE CHINESE.
'Englishman from China Gives His
Opinion of the Sly Ce-
lestials.
"Chinamen are, as a rule, very honor-
s In builinces matters, but it must not
taken for gianted that integrity is
I ith them," said Mr. H. M.
of 8 anghal, according to an ex-
A g
which
o
awa•y
statiet
iptred
cd by
cotton
divulger
scandals
tior S
of this la
enact 'trent
"It is ra
evinnent is
, ye liv d in the orient for many
and ha -e had extensive dealings
1 sorts f eastern people. There
&Ogg that a Chinaman's word is
d, and dos is*ery true from the
at. It Is (retire thing for them to
ay otterti an a verbal contraCt.
ppens tha what a celestial tells
will do aiii be performed in a
ajority of eases. The fact re-
rowever, ekt\ti. you'ee got to pick
In Chid. ust the same as in
country. Ah Sin has his coun-
t') .his native land, and every
over there Ian tell you of his
a 41th tricky Chinamen.
t believe that a Chinaman is
emelt than life fellow-man of
,ehnsmtioalities, aseee shown by the 
!i tf
o grafilrg which perme-
t is a cause lel and politierel life. of the
covered by tbe individual tihinese
ment, but no straight in lUs dealings
in the courts
e
use .t is a mat r of neces-
taking tthe p 
The 0 , y with Spectacles.
-new one, hecateslan zoological „gardene
recent .,,a.t pider monkey which was
.on for cataract and now
.ha- begun ties.' For more than a year
which the hut received at the. zoo it
:re:filthy and lively, then itconcerning
flier is valuey quiet, cetthect to play, and
In a corner. It was exam-
ably, for thfound to be airfferihg .from
been oprovieo was immediately taken to
such ,rosts.ospital and _perated upon.
the public .;‘ a month it was fitted with
- spectacles, which it wears
ef the goveing gravity.
be preiienteit '-
to place then Waiter's aUstake.-inal r.in the cafe of the down-
"" .5 snot mean to be rude.' The
allaltid lye(' 4'purely a social error. 
.
you have next, liidy?" the
There nerd, with the courtesy that be--
altar.
eiddress Inc as latly!"' do..
the guest, with some show of
n.
se me, ma'am." replied the
"but all of us is liable to make
Francisco Chroni
Ir. Ritesi
era in.
oat o
,drettri
IN TI-LE FIRST OPEN CAR.
True Tale of an Everyday Incident
Which Had Romantic Fur-
nishinge.
The girl set in the last seat of the
first open cer of the season, looking
back at the long vista of the street
they were fast leaving behind them.
Her bands N. ere full of impedimenta,
though that cord is perhaps more cor-
rdetir appllea to articles nearer the
feet. But a purse, a handkerchief, s
letter and rerveral small parcels do
Impede one's progress, especially U
one be a pretty maid with a pride in
one's long, reuch beruMed skirts, re-
lates the Chieago Record-Herald.
Her parasol--the first of the season,
too—she place I beside her. She must
have been thieking deep thoughts, for
It was with a start that she idgnalee
the conductor to stop the car—a start
that showed she had almost forgotter
hey destination.
he alighted hurriedly. The car
started. Then a awe flutter of the
burdened ban:;. a gasp that was al-
most audible, and an agonized con
traction of ti retty brows told the
man who hm. -a: beside her that she
had forgotten soneething besides the
destination. •
He was a man who thought quickly
In an instant he had seen, seized, am
held aloft' her paissol. She noddet
vigorously, mottoning_hirn to throw
to her.i It was all done quickly, bu
the car, pitiless as thine was movine
steadily, relehtlessiy away from her
The space between it an her was con
stanIti increasing.
The man hesitated. It was Such
pretty parasol. Such
ton.
She was tollowIng the car at a little
Cog trot, but it was leaving her far
I ehind. It had almost reached the
eext corner.
The man waved the parasol at the
conductor. The car stopped. Every
one watched while he ran to the cor-
ner, carefully placed the fluffy, forgot-
ten thing on tee sidewalk, then ran
hack to the car.
ruffles of chife,
The girl waved her hand in grateful
recognition. He waved his in—renun-
ciation, perhaps.
As she reached the parasol a hand
gome young negro stooped to pick it
up and courteously handed it to her
as she exclaimed: "It is mine, thank
you."
But, he was not a fairy prince—they
are always blond and blue-eyed, with
golden ?air. Al d the man who should
have received the tribute of her smiles
was leaving her far behind.
For this, you see, is a true story
And so they did not marry and live
happy ever after, Perhaps he was
married already and his dinner was
wetting for him. At any rate, he saved
his carfare.
CONTRACT WITH A SULTAN
How an American Woman Put
Through a Five
-Million-Dol-
lar Deal.
The-seery-eeS-frere e 
took place between Mrs. Reader ant
the sultan of Johore. India, is thus re-
lated by Juliet Wilbof Tompkins in
Everybody's:
"She named her conditions; the
r;ght to issue $5.000.000 worth of s:e
er cent. bonds; 120,000 acres of Ian I
extending along the 120 miles ot
track; tin mines—but here royalty de-
murred a I:ttle; he thought he would
heep all the tin mines. For the Brat
time the young contractor slipped into
feminine processes' of reasoning a,nd
set aside fur a moment the urgent
business-full enthusiasm of the pro-
moter for the display of the. heman
girl who sees her petepreject in dan-
ger of failure.
"'But you are so rich, you know
you don't need all those millets,' she
argued, Sind we do!'
"The sultan conceded the mines
From an oriental point of view the
experience was perhaps cheap at th
price. He conceded the $5.000.001
morth of bonds, the 120.000 acres of
land. At. the end of their three houre'
:elk Ella Rawls had in her possession
11%.000.000 contract to build a rail-
road foliose the state of eronore. and its
ruler had secured on 'air terms a
means to wealth and civilization, the
need of which could -no Joager he ig-
aerred. She had come to him at the
psychological moment, when the con-
tract was ripe for giving: • she hail
shown herself clear-headed and redo
lute master of the, facts and frankly
open iTiter statements; she had-- de-
manded much, knowing the value o!
whet she gave, but there had 'been ne
s.gn of mharpness, of trying to steal an
advantage. No doubt to one accus
tomed ter he approached by Indirect
methods, by gifts and flatteriee. than
was a wholesorde convincingness In
this novel experience, a welcome
promise -of good faith. At all events
he accepted freely and wholly."
Impressive Sermon.
Wife (reeurning from church to he
hudband. who had stayed at home)—
You should have heard Dr. Doe's ser
'mon this morning.- my dear. I don't
know when anything has made such
a profound impressien on me.- I think
it 'dill make a better woman of melte
long as,I live.
Husband—Did you walk -home?
Wife—O. nd; I took a car, and, d-
you know, John, the conductor never
&eked me for my fare, and so I saved
a niarelek. Wasn't I lucky?—Strne-
-8tOries.
The Truth.
The Editor—Whit have you written
about the death of that bright younp
Jenkins? .
The Irish Reporter—Something' nate
sir. windin' op with these Words:' "Hi
leaves a, brilliant future benend MM."
. ee
A CURIOUS PRO SSION.
Body of Hen Under Direction' of
Chief Who Applaud Actors
on the Stage.
The question of employing "cia-
quers" in New York theaters has been
agitated, but it is safe to say that the
American sense of humor will never
permit this. The claque in European
cities consists of a small body of men,
under the orders of a chief, who un-
dertake to applaud actors and actress-
es at certain timea. The only one of
the band who is remunerated is the
chief. The men under him get the
privilege of seeing the play without
paying for their seats. The "chefs
de claque" of the great subsidized
theater of Paris are officials paid by
the management to do certain work.
Their salaries ,vary from 300 to 500
francs a month, and for that sum they
are expected to take with them into
the theater at each performance a cer-
tain number of men with big, strong
hands and intelligent enough to clap
when they are given the signal by
their leader.
The chequer's work does not demand
intellect of a high order. The chief is
supposed to have taken notes at the
rehearsals, to have consulted with the
manager, to have talked with the au-
thor, and to have a very accurate idea
of the good points of the play. The
men under him are scattered all about
the hcuse ready to give a quick -re-
sponse to the signal of their leader.
Most of these men are. eminently re-
spectable. They ars. small shopkeep-
ers, students of the drama and pupilc
of the C,cnservatatra' with insufficient
money .to spend upon" theater going
At the opera they number 30. They
assemble every evening at half-past
seven in a cafe at 'he corner of the
Boulevard Hausemanr. and the Rue
Lafayette, where they crowd around
their leader. and answer to their names
like small sehoolboys. As each an-
swers -preeent" to his name be re-
ceives a metal ticket upon which is the
numeer of his sent.
PERILS OF LAKE SAILORS.
Erie Is the Water Most Dreaded of
the Whole Great Chain
of Lakes.
The lake sailors think rey have
nearly all the dangers and hardships
of the Atlantic seamen (except their
poor pay) and other perils of their own
besides, says Outing. They have no
tides—except every seven years, some
say—but they have currents to consid-
er, current.,, that run in all sorts ot
different directions at unscheduled
Intervals. They have no banks of
Newfoundland, but they have fogs; foe
Instance in the Straits of Mackinac—
full of reefs, islands and other vessels.
Worse than that, they have forest fires
which send thick clouds of smoke for
many miles across the water, stinging
the eyes and blinding them.
Lake Erie, the smallest but one of
the group, is considered the worst of
all. lake Sueprior is deep, over 1,000
feet-tn -some Mem reaching' -604e -feet
above the sea level and 400 feet below,
but Lake Erie in its deepest spots is
only about 200 and in most parts much
shallower. Accordingly one of those
sudden and furious storms kicks up a
tremendous row, so that between the
very choppy sea and the constant dan-
ger of running aground the lake cap-
tains dislike Lake Eris in a blow more
than any other, for, as with sailors
the world over. it is not the water
(which Is their element), but land
which they fear.
WRY GOODS WERE SO HIGH
Differentt Stories That Were Told by
the Dry Goods Merchant and
His Clerk.
An old woman once asked in a dry
goods store to be shoWn some silk. A
young clerk showed her Some, saying:
"We can do this for you at $1.60 a
yard." The woman asked for trome.
thing better, but the clerk replied that
they had nothing better. Whereupon
the proprietor came forward and said:
"You must excuse my assistant, ma-
dam; he is new to the business. Here,
madam, Is a superior article, $2.60 a
yard. If it were not for the fart that
I bought it some time ago we should
have to charge you $3.75 for, as you
are doubtless aware; owing to the re.
cent epidemic among the silkworms,
the price of silk has increased enoo
mously of late." The customer took
-the silk. A few days later the same
old Woman came in and asked for
some tape. The clerk said, Welly:
"Here are some that we can let you
have at 16 cents the dozen yards. If it
wasn't for the fact that we have had
It in stock some time we should have
.to charge 25 cents, for, as you are
'doubtless aware, owing to the recent
epidemic among the tapeworms, the
price of tape has gone up enormously."
It was then she hit him with her um-
brella.
Railway Cars in India.
Hot times in India have led to a
unique car construction. 'lb, passen-
ger cars have double roofs, the one
from two and a half to eight inches
above the other. The upper roof is
continued from the sides about 26
'inches, forming an aw-ing over the
upper part of the windows. Another
peculiarity of the first and second-class
;elan is the servants' compartment at
each end, as almost every passenger
tAkes at least one Servant with him.
No Courthouses Theis.
"This seems like a pretty healthy
country," said. the tourist. "What dis-
ease do most people die of out) here?"
I "Well," replica the w'estern netive,
"you might call It kleptomania, but.
we got a different name fuilt.."1-1/trar
Stories.. J
Poet with the Dough.
Society Dame—Who is that young
inan who .is so attentive to you now?
Great Belle—He is a yoet.
Society Dame--Mercy on us! And do
You, the proud daughter of a hundroci
millionaires, propose to throw your-
self away on a poor, miserable starve-
ling of-a poet?
Great Belle—Oh, he isn't that hinzi
of a poet; he writes trade advertise-
ments in verse.
Society Dame—My own. own daugli•
ter, after all; ask him to dinner.—Tit'
Eats,
OUT OF THE QUESTION..
Anxious Person—Would you run on
an errand for me, little boy?
James—Sorry. nitnn, but I'm abit un-
der weight an' me football trainer has
recommended easin' off fer oefew days.
—Chicago News.
• Pastoral.
The farmer sows his-crop
,4kn4 the good wire sews his elotbt11;
The forgoer darns the weather
And bli good wife darns his hose.
The farmer poctes In the MAY;
nuashorei be cross het whim,
His good wtfe Ups aside her work
And pltrhes t(-t4, elm.
—Judge,
•••••••••mmil
A Suitable Suit.
Sharpe—Are you going to dress up
for the carnival?
Muggins—Yes; I'm going as Charles
the Second.
Sharpe—Charles the First would
have been a lot better for you.
Muggins—Why?
Sharpe—Because you'd need no head.
Let Bygones Be Bygones.
"Times have changed," said the mei.
ancholy citizen. "Ibings are not what
they used to be."
"Well," answered the man who takes
the world as he finds it, "what do you
want to do? Go back six or eight
months and tend the furnace and shov-
el snow?"—Washington Star.
Queer Girl.
Tens—Hasn't she finished that love-
story yet?
Jess—No; she reads very  carefully,
and- -seeupulemily,-you-knoier
Tess—Does she?
Jess—Oh! awfully; why, she even
reads all the descriptions of sunsets and
all that.--Philadelphia Press.
Worse and More of It.
"Gee, but I'm unlucky!"
"What's the trouble?"
"My wife drove me out of the hoese
with a club, and I don't dare to go
back."
"Too bad."
"And now she's suing me for deser-
tion."—Cleeeland Leader.'
Correct.
Teacher—What is a synonym?
Pupil—A word that has the same
meaning as another word.
Teacher—And why does our lan-
guage possess synonyms?
Pupfl—So you can use one when you
don't know how to spell the other
One —Cleveland Leader.
What They Hiss
Flats—It is said that elephants are
subject to rheumatism.
Sharps—Well, they are spared one
horror of the disease anyway.
Flats—What is that.
Sharps—They don't have to listen to
people who Neve a sure cure for it —
Chicago, Newt
Satisfied.
"Can't see why you're so smitten
with her."
"Why, because she's so deucedly
pretty."
"Beanty's only skin deep."
"Well. great Scott! I'm no cannibal.
That's deep enough for me!"—Cleve-
land Leader.
Cut Bates.
Dr. Quackerly—You don't. mean to
Say that old Sawbones charged you
$15 for amputating your arm?
The Victim—That's what he did.
-Dr. Quackerly—Why in the world
didn't you send for me. I'd have cut
both your aims off for $10.--Chicage
News.
Solved.
"Why did Mahammed
mountain?"
"He thought. he could
rates there than at the
Cleveland Leader.
go to the
get better
seashore."—
His Modesty.
"Haven't you got. a good, honest, In-
corruptible man In your city who
veould be an ornament to dils-office?"
"Rure, but 1 don't want the once."
—licuston Pos.'
'Saved Him Trouble.
"Has Dobbs made up his mind to/
, wnidereows?s;ry, 8 11 Made up 
First Man—Yes, I gums I have. Wea
marry/wtahaant. a
I ter iritnd."—Honston Poet . • 
, wore engaged to the same girl, but you
Married lien—Pittsburg Dlepateli.
AWAKENED BY THE ,KAISeR --
Emperor William's Descent U,sai a
Subject Whose Hearing
Was Poor.
-- -
During the last maneuvers of the
German army the . kaiser rose one
morning at daybreak -in order to get
a.gener al impression of the disposition
of his troops. So, fo'lowed by his en-
tire staff, he made lot a distant hill
that cxmmanded an extensive view, re-
lates the London Chronicle. Thera
was a village on the bill, and the clat-
tering of the horses' hoofs on the cob-
bles biought most of the inhabitants
to their windows. The one persor
.who slept through the din airs a deaf
old chernist, whose flat-roofed resi-
dence was perched right on the sum-
mit. The roof was the very place for
the emperor. So he called a halt, and
one of his staff was sent to claim ad-
mission. The office.. knocked and
knocked, but in vain. At the third on-
slaught. however, steps were heard
descending the stems. and the voice ot
the old chemist demended: "What silly
fool is that?" The staff contained its
laughter, for the emperor had heard
But without showing any sign of an-
noyance his majesty uttered the one
wird. "Wilhelm!" "Wilhelm who?"
demanded the chemist. "Wilhelm Von
Hohenzollern!" thundered the emper-
,or., The shivering chocolat, covered
with confusion, fiuna open the door,
doubtless expecting the German equiv-
alent to Siberia, but the emperor
eteode pest him without even giving
him a look. When he was leaving
however, he called the man to hie
horse's head and placed in his bane
the largest coin which hears the im-
perial likeness. "There!" he said
"'accept this portrait of a snly fool!"
EXECUTION OF SPIES.
Ken Who Are Selected to Do the
Shooting Are More or Less
Aff ected.
The ceremony of dispelling of a eon-
destined spy in the Enrelletrermy ale 44s
follow, a definite precedept. says the
New York Herald. The unfortunate
wan is surrounded by a detachment of
infantry, and, after he is provided with
a pick and shovel, he is marched off to
a selected spot and ordered to dig his ,
own grave. This done, the tools are
taken from him and his eyes are ban-
daged. The attending chaplain reads
portion* selected from the burial serv-
ice and froth the ranks of the escert 12
men are selected at random by.the of-
ficer in charge. Three men, having
stacked their own rifles, are led to where
12 other rifts are awaiting them, six of
which are loaded with blank cartridges.
One of these is handed to each man, so
that no one knows whether the rifle he
holds contains a bullet or not and none
can say for certain that the shot fired by
him killed the prisoner. The firing par;
ty then marches to an appointed posi-
-tion. The commands "Present!"
"Fire's are given and almost before
the last word rings out the volley is
fired and the spy falls into the grave
be iras- dug: Tit-early every mass is more
er less affected on being selected to
form one of the firing party and many
men have been known to faint away on
being singled out, while others are so.
overcome as to be scarcely able to pull
the triggers of their rifles.
THE ARMY ENGINEER.
-----
Does Not Perform Deeds of Valor,
But His' Services Ara
Invaluable.
---
Some idea of the "general utility"'
services of the army engineer may be
gained from the following remarks
made by Capt. Nicholas Ivanovitch, of
the Russian army. as reported by Rich-
ard Henry Little, war correspondent in
the fax east in his article —Loafin"
Round' with the Engineers" in the
Technical World Magazine.
"We have not done the things which
bring to one the St. George cross ot even
the Stanislaua and puts our names in
the paper and brings the message from
his majesty." said the little captain, as
he came back to me black with powder.
"We have nut charged the enemy or
captured many guns or saved the posi-
tion. We have but made a road over the
mountain. That is all'. Yet five men,
they are dead: six are wounded. We
have not fought a battle, yet still, it was
not the child's play, and some day when
the grand battle it is raging, and they;
the Japanese, are pressing lifted down
that valley o -er there, and It is wanted
to save the day that many troops and
many guns be ptisked-te that position
over there at the head of the valley, then
this road we have builded will save the
day because it is the straight tine and
will be wide and smooth. What say you.
my friend?"
Domestic Revolution in India.
Within a few weeks a son of Keehn!).
ChundereSen,, the famous organizer of
the Brehm° Somaj 'of India, has mar-
tied the widowed daughter of a rajah.
That is an extraordinaey rebellion
agal'net an ancient rule in India, and
the beginning of a domestic revolution
which has tbe support of many ad-
vanced Hindooe who do not themselves
dare to more than speak in its favor.
One ow the Poet
Office soy—There are two m"n out
there, sir, who want to see you; ono
of them Li a poet and the other a deaf
Editor—Well, geout and tell the
poet that the deaf man is the editiv.—
Tit-Bits.
A
fi
Where His Advantage Lay,
Thad. Man-allow do you do?
Second Man—Beg pardon, but yon
have the advantage of me.
FINE TBAIi
TO-
Florida
via
Southall lidilway
and
Queen & Crescent Route
"Florida Limited"--Leaving Louis-
ville at 8 a. m daily connects at
Danville, Ky., with solid train of
Pullman sleepers and vestibuled
coaches via Chattanooga and Atlanta,.
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:5o a,
m. and St. Augustine io a. m next
day, without ohange., Dining car
serves all meals en route.
tirida Special" —Leaving LAMS!.
U7;45 /p, ,tn., carries oheeryntim
sleeper ally cxcrpp Sunday, Louis-
ville tb St. A gustine, without
change via Chatta oga and Atlanta,
arriving at Jacks wine at 8:5o p.
in. and St. Augus ne at to p. nt.
next day. From Danville this is
solid train of drawing room sleepers,
composite car, observation car, etc.
Dining car serves all meals en route.
Via the "Land of the Sky"—Pull-
man.sleeper leaves Louisville at 7:43 •
p. m. daily, running through to
Knoxville, where connection. is made.
at 9:35.a. m.- with through steeper'
tea Jacksonville, 3,ia ASheville, Co.
lumbia and Savannah, arriving at
Jacksonville at 9 a. m.
Winter Tourist Tickets
Good returning nueil May elsi, arc
now on sale at low rates.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Illinois Centrdl R. R.
The Illinois Central maintains dou-
ble daily service, and operates the
best' of trains, with Dining Cars, Buf-
fet-Library CIO's, Chair - Cars and
Sleeping Cars, from d Chicago, St.
Louts, Cincinnati and Louisville
read for reaching the Winter Tour-'
1st resorts of the South, including
New Orleans, Vicksburg. •
Gulfport, Miss., Hammond, La.
Mardi Gras at New Orleans Feb.
27, 'o6. Gulfport is a Mexican gulf
coast resort ha:eng the new, fine
"Great Southeru" Hotel. Regular
ocean steamship seitings from New
Orleans for Mexico, Central Ameri-
ca, Panama,e1V ' Indies and Europe.
Send or call f r descriptive matter
in regard to t above.
-
Havana VII New Orleans
t -Havana, Ceiba, is best reached via
the !Muftis Central throirgh service
tz: New Orleans and the new ocean
liner, twin-scree, nineteen knot
5. S. Prince Arthur
leaving New Orleans every Wednes-
day at p. m. and arriving at
Havana at sinwise Friday morning.
He Springs, Ark!, Florida.
Daily Sleeping Car without ohange
Ch: -Igo to Hot Springs,' with cos-
nections at Memphis from Cincinnati
and Louisville
Through "Dixie Flyer" Sleeping
Car. Line St. Louis to Jacksonville
south to New Orleans. The best
via ,Nasheille.. Chattanooga and At-
lanta.
Mexico, 'California.
SpeciAl Tours of Mexico and Cali-
fornfa via the Illinois% Central and
New Orleans under the auspices of
Raymond & Whitromb, will leave .
Chicago Fridays, Feb. and and Feb. ;
aard, for Mexico and California, the
lasti to inducts' a stop-over at New
Oilcan* for the Mardi .Gras. i Entire
trips made in speciXf private vesti-
bule traines, of finch Pullmans, with
dining car service. Fascinating trips
complete in every
Illinois Central Weekly Excur-
sions to California: Excureion cars
through to Los 'Angeles and San
Frarrsisco as .followg: -Via New Or-
leans and the Southern Rout's- ay-
_eery Friday from Chicago; cveryeTues
(by from Cincinnati and 'Louiseeill•
•Gia, Omaha and the Scenic Route ev-
ery Wednesday frore Ohicago.
Full Particulars concerning all of
the above can be had -of agents of
the Illinois Central and conn-ecting
lint i or by addressing 'either of the
undersigieed. , • •
-Jos. Riggs, Di. P. A.. Cincinnati.
P. W. Harlow, D.P. A., Louis-
ville.
Johns A. Se4t, A.-G. P. A., Merit
phi.,
A. H. .HANSON. P. T. M.,
Chicago.
S. G-. HATCH, G. P. A.,
- Chicago.
Variable Tours
Going via Atabeville ande"Land Of
the Sky"-, and "Sapphire Country'
and returning via Atlanta and Chat.
potent-foga or ,v14 versa.
For ehe."Land. of the Sky," "Win
ter Homes," rather c iandsom i
lustrated booklets,. hit era rates, et
address any agent or the Sad&
Railway or C. H. Hiragerford,
P. A Ky.,, G. B. Allen,
A. G. P. A., St. Loilis, W. Ce
Rinearren,, G. P. A., Q. & C.
it'onte cin
INTS roil HOSTESS
AIM OF FliTERTAINING ON
VARIOUS OCCASIONS.
1:7p-to-Date Zook Party-Inscrip-
tions fur the Home-The Dutch
Bupper--4 Left-Handed Party,
Birtkday Party.
. , (Copyright. JIM.)
" rAg Vp-toeData Beak ritreya •
s hostess informed us that She
d spent weeks in preparing for this
ntertainment, and we believed her
hen we gazed uton the 32 objects,
ach bearing the eame of an author.
he title of the book represented was
o be guessed and written on the card
pposite the number the object bore.
or instance, "The Eternal City." by
all Caine, was represented by a map
Of Rome; "The Virginian," by a pic-
ture of George Washington. with
Owes Wister written an tone corner;
E
Epeckled Bird," by Augusta
is 
'Wilson, by a White bird coy-
ielth specks; "Blacx Rock" was
lisar-ea black stone on the table, with
tosser on It. A spray ,of blue flowers
recalled that Van Dyke had written
"The Little Blue Flower." "The
Three Musketeers" was represented by
three toy soldiers. Kipling's "Seven
Seas" was recognized by seven C's
written on white paper and pinned on
'.,tee wall. "The Octopus," by William
Norris, was a large picture of that flee
Other books represented were: "A
Poste Board Crown," by Clarwitorria;
"Boy," Comb!: "We -Two," Edna Ly-
all; "The Duet," Kipling; "The Gen-
tleman from Indiana," Booth Tarking-
ton, and "Three Wei In a Boat," by
Jerome.
First, second and ronsolation prizes
were given, consisting of books. This
was an afternoon affair for ladies, but
would be quite suitable for a club
r church society entertainmeut,
-
friotatlons Appropriate for the New
Home.
In the old-time manor house it we
(the fashion tO inscribe a motto ore
the fireplace, espedally in the tree •
dining-room and literary. The limit
, Hon was usually in Leila, the lax
guage of the scholar. This keia' • '
now being revived, and there
ly a room in which a eentit
_ .tfly expressed weuld not bee,
addition, and which would a, •
tract the attention of a guest ea
something unique. Here giro .- few
good sentiments; the letterfng may he
done in se.ept or Old English:
For the hall:
,
fr 'Foist oelwest. home is best."
"A man's home is his castle."
"Home is the resort of love, of JOY,
of peace."
I • "Our house is ever !it your service."
. i Over the fireplace I Mirk Twain's
bouts biliftiiiiiiitUdit-11-111111 lsellattlftit
inscription:
"The ornament of a house Is the
guests who frequent it."
• The three following inscriptions are
.
especially apPrnpriate for the (family
. living-room:
"Oh, ye fire and teat) bless ye the
' Lord." 
.
'. . "God has given we this ease," or
"Seek thine own ease."
"No place Is more delightful than
te ete's own nreside."
*For the library:
'"Old wood to burn,
Old friends to trust,
' Old authors to read."
_
. eiThere is an tut of. reading."
"The monuments of vaniehed
Minds."
"Infinite riches in alittle room."
For the nursery;
"God rest ye, little .children."
"A child In the house Is swell.
spring of pleasure." -
For the music room.
r "The hidden soul orharrnony."
a' "Music, the speech af the angels."
A ve-fy popular NM 111 entertain
inent he the Dutch supper. If It is
poseible, do not use a table cloth. but
have dollies or orange crepe paper,
that is the Dutch color. Use all the
Delft china that Is procurable; and
itnitatimi ware 18 very effective and
very cheap. Tulips are the Dutch
flower, and tulip shaped bon-bon !mites
and candle shade.; may be made from
,orentre tisane _ paper. Little wooden
- shoes may be purchased and used tc
hold the milted nuts. Serve the lot)lowing mane which is written inDutch, maah to the mystification of
.thl guests. •(The translation Is given
•for the bewallt of the hostess):
, Kali Stein Met Gehak Fallen.
• (Veal Soup with Garnish of Meat Bells.)
i Oebraden Tong.
(Roasted Tongue.)
Brulwls Sprinten.
((lir‘eels Sproule. r
adoemkeidl met Room Soule.
(Creatoeti Cauliflower.)
• flaring Nisi met Croodies.
f (Herring Selad with Rolls.)
Aleenerion Shiites Appelen Met Wyne
- 
Sauee.
Oranges with Wine
Gesorteerde Noten.
(Assorted NUM)
Kaffee. •
(C•ffoe.4
4 
. 
.
Ia FOCA 101111-lianded party, Write theInviteltions oith hp left loind, and as:,is. It geest to practice taint the Int
hent-fer von,
 
few are clever enough
to . 'be oanbilexterous. When the
guests arrive die left hand must be
used le ftreatitig, also in scrvtag and
eating .the . rffnesh me n ts. Have
W 
A
tyPe-ritten o a printed (potation
which each one nowt copy, using only
the left hand. d p 1 .for Ole
bent and poor Inn 
a Very a
Sauce)
COLORADO DEPUTY'S SHOT
Sheriff's Aid Who Could Do Wonder-
ful Thing*. with His
Revolver.
While Deputy Sheriff William Ron-
aldson was in the once "bad" town of
Coffeyville, Kan. he got some of the
Dalton spirit in his 'veins and listened
to the stories of bow fear ef the Dal-
tons met death at the beads of one
man stationed in a sheoting
throughca knothole, Ir 
asd 
Crtes the Denver
Times. They told 'Mr. Ronaldson
stories of what crack shots the Dal
tons were and how they picked off
every man that appeared on the streets
with a gun.
When the Denver deputy Wu cm the
train some stranger entered into a con-
versation about what crack shooters
there were in Kansas about the time
the D.altons blew into Coffeyville and
secured several thousand dollars from
a bank.
Ronaldams 'said: "Yes, there were
some good marksmen thgre, but it is
easy to hit *Oben with a Winchester
In Colorado we use a Celt almost ex
einsIvekv, oecourse, we have no crack
mark:ensure but I believe I might pick
off a pre**e dug there while the train
is moving."
The stranger flashed et five-spot In
Deputy Ronaldson's face. and it 'WILE
covered. Ronaidson snapped out hit
38-caliber Colt and without much de
liberation; andAehlle the train was in
rapid motion, sent one Kansas prat
rie dog Ito the eternal sleep.
Deptity Sheriff William Ronaldson
of Denver, was five dollars to the good
and friends on the sheriff's force mu
they would take a hundred simile'
bets that Ronaldson could do the same
sine times out of ten.
TALE OF k TAILLESS CAT.
Felipe Had the, Instinct of Caudal
Preservation Without the
Appendage.
• "It is well known that Manx cats
have no tails," says a writer in the
Scientific American, "only slight
stumps, and that the offspring of such
in other parts of the world, In the
Bret generation at least, are in the
same abnormal condition. While Hy-
tag in Scotland 30 years ago we had a
Manx kitten given to us, which, al-
though born there, was tailless. Thb
door of our breakfast room was sprIn-
shutting, like most of the screen doors
An this country, but opening only to-
ward the inside Before the kitten was
fullgrewn he had learned to let him-
self in by pushing from the outside,
but never /earned, although we often
tried to teach him, to pull R open from
the inside,
"It was not, however, the opening
of the door from the outside to which
I -wish to call attention-any cat could
have easily learned to do that; but the
Stet that invariably, after he had so
.pushed it and got his body partially
,-ha-stader air rapid tern or otehlei
prevent the tail that was not there
(but heredity impressed on him the
fact that it ought to have been) from
being caught between the closing door
and its frame.
'F its he did dozens of times every
de, so long as we had him, and wa.4
always willing to show off before our
neighbors, as he never seemed to rec.
°plaza the fvt that he bad pot a' tall
like his neighbors."
CORAL-REEF FINANCE.
Term Applied to the .Fatient, Organio
Growth of nothschtld's
--Fortune. -
-
no the first place," it should be re-
membered that the., Rothschild fortune
Is not industrial." *Ys Vince Thomp-
son, who writes bf "The 'Rot hechikle of
France." in Everybody's. "It las ab-
eorbed many industries and many rail-
ways-Ike the. ligne du Nord---eut al-
ways by political and financial coups.
And it is the least frenzied of finance.
Ely reason of its slow, cold. patient ac-
cumulation one might call it (since
phrases are the- mode, eoral-reef,
finance. so solidly has it been bulb up in,
the dusk silence of ths underworie
of polities. • 1
"And the fortune of the French house
to-gay exceed/ ten milliards. That
means 3.000.000.000. Imagination bog-
gles at so huge a sum-it -seems
merely auandless caravan of ciphers.
this 10,000.000.000 of French •money.
They pith or •enntrol all the precious
metals, the prime materials, mines,
credit. the Bank of France, all the
means of transpor, both railways and
wlterways-so far as the canal. systenr
grIeS—Bezt to the city, which owns all
public buildings, they are the greatest
owners of lauds end houses in Purls--
round the Arc de Triomphe. the Chan:inc-
h:1)-41m the Bois de Bquiogne. the Parc
Monceau. and, nolablO, the Ohre du
Nord. entire streets belong 'to 'the
Rothschild': their chateau dot. the
provinces; in land alone they poseess
400,b00 ac rcs
*akin; India Paper.
The process by which India paper is
made is a secret known to but three
living persons. Whrtione dies another
Is let into the mystery. in this way
it has been preserved elle since it was
invethed b) an offl.*.• Tii the English
arniz. Outer -thin papers arl made,
but India pimer is peculiar in that
print on one Alin does not shoo
throngh .on the iekca
lettuce to the F..ire.
We find Intellect 'working not so
teeeh.in titerattirlt as la the polnaill of
science, which rets twoUght forte dure
ing the last ;few „Years'inany strange
and wondertui dliteoveriee. If we have
uet Lim the 'exeunt; of a Knats or a
Sheller. ee. hay," had wireless teal-
4'eaph, radtue X=rayt and a number at
kindi*ed. diectaverles.--hollgoit /cad
em)'.
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COMPLEXION AND TRAWL. 1
How One's Beauty and Temper Can
Be Maintained in Spite of the
Dust and Dirt
Even more important than a knoivi-
edge of how to appear well groomed
when at home is the understanding of
how to make the best of oneself when
traveling. it is at such a time as this
that even more care than usual Is nec-
essary, 'for what with dust and grime
and perspiration the average woman
soon loses all claims to beauty. Lace
of proper sleep is also often added to
the already long list of discomforts,
and so, unless my lady is really very
clever, she is apt to discover that she
resembles nothing even approaching
good looks when see alights from the
train to greet her loving though criti-
cal friends.
Much of the mortification attendant
upon such a coadetion could be avoided
by the expenditure of just a little ex-
tra effort. For instance, a small case
should be included in the list of neces-
sities, and this should contain six or
eight wide-Mouthed bottles in which
he creams, powder and lotions may
be carried. if the journey is to be a
lung one, the lotions may be carried in
a concentrated form and used by add-
ing an extra amount of water on the
train.
Of course it goes without saying that
the wise woman of to-day is sufilciently
Informed to avoid the use of soap and
water entirely for the purpose of clean.
Inc her face at such times. True,
grime and tiny bits of coal and cin-
ders will fly about and imbed them-
selves in the skin in the most delib-
erate and tantalizing faehion, and uatu.
rally the .first impulse of the afflicted
one is to vanish in the eirec,tion of
'he lavatory for the purpose of remove
tug tuese disfiguring additions. Um
fortunately, however, the use of so
much scrubbing and rubbing only
wrves to irritate the skin, makes the
race tender and thus renders it [napes-
Mile to keep the complexion In any-
thing like-a pleasing condition.
The use of the lettuce cream for
cleansing has been ap often described
that it will notibe necessary to repeat
the description, but there are other
methods with which the readers are
not so familiar, and one of these is in
the use of pure almond meal mixed
with,* simple solution, the formula for
which has often appeared before, This
eemedy is made by adding to six ounces
of rose water the juice of one lemon,
one dram of borax, and one-half dram
of glycerin. A few drops of tincture of
eenzoin may also be added if desired.
It is employed by mixing it with the
almond meal into a thin paste, and
then spreading it carefully over the
'ace and neck and allowing it to remain
'or a few moments. This can easily
be arranged even when traveling by
first of all cleansing the face with the
lettuce cream and then applying the
paste, and allowing it to remain while
the greater part of the toilet is being
templets& This -past* may -thee- be
washed off carefully, • good powdet
dusted on, and the skin will look as
refreshed and improved as though a
good masseuse had been expe`ndlng ef•
forts upon it.
For those who have not the patience
'o experiment with the paste and who
persist In frequent ablutions, the al.
mond meal itself, sprinkled in the we-
er, will be found to be excellent in
place of soap.
BAMBOO FERN STAND.
'It Is Easily Constructed and Nakao
an Attractive Rustic Ornament
• for-the Nouse.
This is an easily-constructed alone
'hat costs but very little. It miy be
made either of bamboo or noel*
wenches. The bamboo can be bought
et almost arry oil an I color dealer's,
and at most furnishing 'warehouses,
Three lengthe of suitable height are
,CAISLtl DIADL Al' HOME,
required, and two circular pieces ot
.vood. Holes mast be burnt in the
bamboo, then long brass acresve are
eased into the boles and screwedltito
the wood. The Wood Phonic' be stained
ir pairtere and the edge, if liked, may
be libished with fancy gimp, fixed on
14 tacks.
When Gentleman Precede.e.
At the theatet` the , gentleman pre-
oolitte the holy end stands at-the en.
ostler* to flair seats to allo' ter to
pass In firet. _The same at church. Tel-
gentlemen takes the lead also In )(ma.'
ing. ,He Will asilqt tit() lady irr pattina
ben er wraps before he pats on his
Ore overeeat.
With Large Hips.
t. 
Tge woniap with the large hips
sh ould have her tong, coat elmost
straight Under the arms, to flatten the
!/(11C4 .
CIRCULAR SHAWL CROCHET
Dainty Throve for the Shoulders In-
doors Which Will Be Found
Exceedingly Comfortable.
This shawl will be found exceeding-
ly comfortable fo'r indoor wear, as it
does not -slip off" so easily as the
usetel shepe. It mayebe Iwo:weed in any
One wow, Ivorine, Sbetleme Andalu-
sian or two-ply vest wool. Aleut
three-fourths round woule be required
and a thick bone hook. It should be
worked quite loosely throughout.
The shawl is worn folded across the
middle.
Work ten chain stitches and join in a
ring.
First row-Three chain, one double
crochet into the ring just made, *,
three chain, another double crochet in
the ring, repeat from • until there-'are
16 loops.
Second row-Four chains from the
middle of one loop to the next all
round.
Third row-Five chains from loop to
loop all round.
Fourth row-le six chain back into
fifth from hook (forming a small loop
or picot), one chain into middle of
nearest loop of previous row, repeat
from • into each loop all round.
Fifth row-0, seven chain back into
fifth from hook; two chain into middle
of nearest picot in previous row, repeat
from * into each of the other picots
all round.
Sixth row-Seven chain from picot to
picot all round.
Seventh row-A double crochet in
WARM LITTLE WRAP.
every stitch all round. From this point
the back thread only must be taken up.
Eighth row-Draw up a loop through
each of the first three stitches, four
loops on hook, wool over and draw all
four at once, and maheea chain stitch
to bold them together, •, work up a
loop under the chain just made, one
through the back thread of the fourth
loop of the previous group, and one
under the back thread of the nearest
arecheteehriewetheough all four
at once, and secure with a chain stitch,,,
repeat from • all round.
Ninth row-0, work up a loop under
the last made chain, one under back
thread of last loop and one under tne
nearest stitch but one of the previous
row; complete the stitch as usual, and
repeat from •.
Tenth to twelfth row-Like row
nine.
Thirteenth row-Like row seven.
Fourteenth row-Like row eight.
Fifteenth to eighteenth row -Like
row nine.
Nineteenth row-Like row seven.
Twentieth row-Like row eight.
The remainder of the shawl, with the
exception of the border, is nbw worked
Mite row nine, which should be repeated
until the work is shout a yard or more
if a larger shawl be required, in diame-
ter.
For the border:
. First row-Two trebles in every
other stitch.
Seeond row-0, five trebles in first,
pass one, two trebles with one chain
between in next, pass one, two trebles
with one chain between in next, ease
one, and repeat _from • all round,,
Third row-0, tewo trebles, with one
chain in between on each of the five
trebles, one double crochet into the,
next chain, one chain, one double co>
chet in the next chain, repeat from •
all round.
Fourth row-le two trebles, with one
chain between under each chain be
tween the trebles round the scallop
pass the nearest double crochet, a dote
ble crochet in the next, pass the re.
maining double crochet- and repeal
from • all round.
Fifth row--*, _five chain, back into
the
-fifth from hook '(picot), pass ewe
stitc?es. a double crochet in the third,
repeat from -' all round and join with
a slip-stitch.
If the first row of the border be
hieearled with ribbon It will greatly im,
prove the appearance of the shawl.
A . Handsome Neck.
To inake the neck smooth and round
and pretty requires great persever.
ance. The neck must 130 massaged
with cold cream, and it must be heat.
ed and massaged again. It must be
contitouthyeetreated and massaged
again and again, or the lines will be
come fixtures.
For tie Eyebrows.
Two anti one-half ounce or cologne,
one and one-loilf stuticei,o( glyeerire
two ataxn8 of fluid- cermet of laharan
di. Agitate- the ingretlieene untii thew
nughly mixed, end neple fel the eye-
brows with a sttiall;hrush.
Olive 011.
Olive oil Is a good alpileatieli
make tired eyebrows takeionea eeurage
nd fr. ;7,r'-.vtt. It csahot be used
vtr the reCeelote, beeause It will irri-
tate the tyhs, tea oily applica
Took Inn at His Word.
"Now, Miss Caustique," said young
(totem, who had dropped in to spend
the evening, "pray do not put yourself
aut or my account. Just act as if I
were not here." •
"Thank fou, Mr. Borena," she re-
plied. "I will do as you suggest and
proceed to enjoy myself."-Chicako
News.
Arthur's Homecoming.
King Arthur hate just come in from a
eight 'with the beefs.
"What time is it?" asked the queen.
"Gadzooks!" answered the king.
"The dial stopped when the sun went
iown."
And he congratulated himself that
he lived in the olden time.-N. Y. Sun.
An Exception.
"The skies have a good deal to do
with a man's moods."
"I hadn't noticed it."
"Doesn't a gloomy sky tend to make
you feel gloomy?"
"Yes, but a blue sky doesn't make
se feel blne."-Cleveland Plain Dealer.
Caught a Tartar.
He t5oiigt he would be shrewd
And e.:, or money;
Well, . .. e ts beshrewed-
Is that not funny?
--Philadelphia Press
TWENTIETH CENTURY STYLE.
Percy-She was deaf to my suit.
Reggie-So loud she couldn't hear yos
.talk, probably -Chicago Journal.
It Made Him Laugh.
"With all my wor:dly goods I thee endow!"
The lordline_ words were plain, his air
was pr5lud;
This bride', rich father swelled up and,
somehow
Could not refrain from laughing right out
loud.
—Chicago Record
-Herald
Wrong End Up.
Pa Twaddies-Why are you spanking
Tommy?
Ma Twaddies-He needs a lesson and
I'm impressing it on his mind.
Pa Twaddies-Well, you've got a
blamed queer idea of where the lad's
mind is sltuated.-Cleveland Leader.
Still Has em-.
"I understand lifre. Vick-Senn and
her husband had some high stores yes-
terday."
"It's true so fa:- as it relates to her.
He may have had a fiew words also, but
he didn't get a chance to use them.-
Chicago Tribune.
Advantage.
Hixon-There's one advantage in !l-
ing a poor man.
leixon-Put me next.
Hixon-A poor man deelves a lot of
self-glorification from telling how char-
itable he would be if he were rich-.
Chicago News.
Ways and Means.
Grayce-I wouldn't marry him if I
were you.
Gladys-Why le, 7 ,e1
Cirayce-He has ich ugly. wpys. .
Gladys-True. ut he also has 'nett
handstnne means. -'-Chicago Sun. '
i •
The ?That Step.
Billington-I suppose that old Got-
rox' troubles are at en end, 'now that he
has got his deagnteroff his heeds.
Willington-Not at Olt He will Noon
find that he will have to put her hus-
band on his feet.-Town Topics!'
Balanced.. .
"But," they asked, "won't the, ealn
save your crops?"
"Yes," replied the gentleman farmer,
"but it will spoil my wife' t hat."
Gloomily' he moaned that he was
money out.-N. Y. Sun.
Easy.
"How can a gel tell whether or not
she is a man's affinity?" murmured
soulful Susie.
"By looking him up in Bradstreet's,"
replied practical Polly. "You silly
goose!"--Chkage .on.
Effect of His Voice.
"I never thought.„ said the conceit-
ed lecturer, "that my voice would ell
that great hall."
"No," replied the candid man, "I
thought at one time it Would empty
it."--Tit-Bits.
The Exteut of the Disaster.
"He says heiecannot, live without
me," said the impressionable heiress.
"Ilon't believe it," returned Miss
„Cayen-ifh: "He will live. But he may
have to economize "o-Washington
Star.
/Melt at Last.
. Pater Familles-Hurrah!.' -I've fallen
heir to a million.
T,TVer Farmiltas-I6et thet erand°
Now we can begin to take lee.-N. Y.
Weekly..
Tbolieee-y to Weigh.
"Sluevestantes conversation is awful-
ly heaey."
' "I Uwe/ it. I'm sure be never weighs
' 
hIs wiutle"--Tenvu Topics.
•
AS IT REALLY IS.
1
If the writer of this absolutely verse'
clone story were to yield to the tempts- •
tion to depart from the facts, and to
follow in the beaten path of the profes-
sional laugh-provokers, he would, in
order to attempt to make a little hit
for bie zerf go en to tar:. ate-
How the managing cdite. s face sud-
denly assumed an expreeeieu of the most
appalling ferocity.
How, thrusting fcrth his foot, the
managing editor stepped upoa a spring
which hurled the eadaverous-looking
poet out of the door and down the ele-
vator shaft, with much low-comed,y
breaking of glass and other ebusinesie
of that description.
Or he would exhibit the frenzied man-
aging editor lb the act of leaping over
his desk and grabbing hold of the man
with the sepulchral voice, pounding his
unfortunate head against the wall with
sufficient force to snake large indenta-
tions therein, and finally hurlitig him to
the floor and stamping upon him with
job-nailed brogans.
Or he would show the managing editor
in the act of summoning four huge ex-
movers of pialios, who would promptly
proceedeto cave in each and every slat
In the frame of the wretched victim et
the poetic fever.
Or, finally, he would cause wordiall.„.
eaa Meat galijimAkrivellnik sarcasm
Issue from the curled lips of the ii
aging editor anent all imbeciles of ama-
teur poets, the effectmf which would he v
to cauze the cadaverous looking vellimej
maker to make for the nearest stairway
at a lope,
But the writer is not yielding to any
temptations whatsoverer. He is en-
gaged in the prosaic work of setting
down the facts of occurrences just as
they come off in real, everyday life, and
net as they occur in the pages of the
screamfully funny sheets that are ex-
uded from the color presses. .
Therefore-
"Ah," observed the managing editor.
to the cadaverous-looking man, cordial:
ly motioning him to a seat- "There
good. We've been a little shy on sea-
sonable verso lately, and I'm glad that
you've got something for us."
The cadaverous-looking man, who
happened to be not-only a producer ef-
fluent and elegant verse, but a well-
Iknown operator in real estate, andworth ;478,000 at the very lowest eati-
mate, and a man who stood extremely
well with everybody connected with the
newspaper. upstairs and down-the ca-
daverous-looking . mutt eat down,
coughed slightly in the bowl of his bat, -
and twiddled hia.thumbe Ina) easy sort ,
of way. "Um," murmured the teenage
ing editor, as he ran over the manuscript ..
of the poem on autumn, "some tender
and touching sentiment in this, I per-
ceive-'mournful breeze and swirling •
leaves'-'russet. brown through all the
town'-'cold gray skies and autumn
sighs''-'the last sweet rose and the.gar-
len hose'-um!---charrning We'll just
ruti this In lareeedeoleie-eolvioneform la
script type, on the first page of the sup-
plement section, Mr. Ina,grhyrele, and
I'm mighty glad you brought it along to
as-we were-in need of just that feature
it this time. By the way, how is that
little deal of yours in "reenth street
extended making out? Getting money
hi bunches, eh? Ah, a clever little lot-
telling scheme, that, ?dr. Snagrhyrne-
foxy move irom the beginning!"
' Then the cadaverous-looking man
melted a slow, crafty smile, asked the
manegleg editor it be could spare a cou-
ple of miuutegto run-down to the street
level to see if they couldn't find some-
thing moist SOMelytrere or inother, and',
upon the noanagipg editor courteously
declluieg upon the ground of pressure
of work, took his departure,
The above is the way the occurrent*
occurred.
The narrative Tit* not-in fact. It does
not-conform to. the Nees end reguitt-
tions sat uploy,the funny persons Of the
Pchthyoseurian sweetie strihtly adherat
bc; by t e 'soot . majarity ofPfblessional ,
come: frdividnals ever sitice.
Bei that'can't be helped.-,,Wasning-
ton Star.
The Sestit slim, cadaverous-looking
Man with the heetic flush and tne slight
cough, the long -hair and the black, and
somewhat see,ly Cothing, walked heal-
iat4ig1y lute .ue ng editor's saac-
' The humorous sheets call it "sanc-
tum," anyhow, and they ought to know.
As a straight matter of fact, however,
the managing editor's den is usually a
room exposed to all the winds of heaven,
so to speak, to which all hands, fore and
'aft, resort when they've no other place
'to go, and wherein they sit upon the
edge of the managing editor's desk.
when he's trying to arrange a makeeup
scheme, and breathe their hot breath
upon his hair and tell him the troubled,
vicispitudinous stories of their lives.
The managing editor looked up ami-
ably at the apparition of the cadaverous-
looking man. It is true that managing
editors are invariably portrayed with
?wavy scowls upon their countenances
and with their hands reaching for vide
eus-looking paste pots and scissors and
othe tkrowable impedimenta. But it
doesn't matter bow they are invariably
portrayed, so long as the facts are nar-
rated.
The managing editor looked up with
a courteous smile. The man with the
hectic flush gave a slight cough. Re
did not bestow the cough upon anybody
in particular, but he gave it.
Then he reached into the breast pocks'
of his seedy-looking coat an' h produced
a roll of manuscript
"I have here, Mr. Closeforms," he
said, in a sepulchral tone, "a poem upon
autumn which I beg leave to submit to
your consideration." ,
The managing editor-
Now, just wait a minute.
Mean Then*.
Mrs. royle--My husband has -some.
ihieg lxid aside for a rainy day.
'Mrs. Poyle-I'll bet' it is my he&
kind's umbrella-Sae Francisco 01*
eV' '
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Take a Bile Capsule every 30 day&
tied make it perform is functions
properly.
A torpid liver throws • the whole
system out of gear.: Avoie this•dis-
aerangeenete o est functional organs
and you will be healthy. One Bile
Capsule every month doe g the work.
Manufactured only at
M'PHERSONS
DRUG STORE.
THE REXALL STORE.
FOURTH AND BROADWAY.
Tuesday Morning, Jan. 9, 1906.
LOCAL NE
'
Let.
—President Wdr-saitiebn, of the
seheol board, will not until today
tieleh making oateleiseetanding. corn-
enietees for this year.
Richaedeeeeciregor, the well
known newspapeie Mn, has a deal on
I ay the purohaee ,of the Brookport
(Ill.) Eagk. He does today to
clefle- the deal. •,
—Mr. ankh Mrs. Amoss We-en,
North Twelfth street, have
boy, 'hors Sundey
—Farmer Charles Parker, of t' •
county, wag driving down South
Sixth street yesterday morning whot
les spiritee horse became frightened
at 4 passing etree car, an reared
anj pitched so the rig was demolish-
and Mr. Parker thrown out and
painfully bruised over the body.
—Joe, son of S. W. Berks, is ill
with scarlet fever at his home, 712
South Fouttheetreet.
THROWN ON HEAD
Clarence Brown, Colored, Painfully
\ Hurt Sunday blea Horse
Sunday Clarence Browne a colored
hay, got astride the horse of this un-
cle near Wallace park, with the in-
tention et' going over to the 'Hinkle-
vine road:. TIltaltiorse became fright-
ened anal ran: away with the boy
clinging to the saddle. The animal
ran all the way to town and at Ninth
arid Broadway slipped on the emootb
bitulithic and fell. The boy was
thrown from the horse alighting on
is head. His eye was hurt end 'head
cut. It was. quite fortunate that he
we's not more serious's, injured.
HODGE CASE.'
Trial foi:rle and Olin n
ot et ompleted.
At Clinton yesterday there was
taken up the examining trial of Bob
Johnson geld Cheatham Hodge, who
are ehargea with murdering Pink
Head yeer before last by luring him
to his hack porch one night and shoot
ing "leo to death. The trial wae not
finekred yesterday afternoon, hut
probably will be today. Since the
kilintOetiOete has more right out•
eidesof Padticak where :he it•iws live's.
• SKLL FIRE.
Blaze Broke Otif-in-STeepine Apart-
ments of Watchman. •
• Yeseerday afternoon about 2 o'clock
fire hire& out in the building termer-.
- fy used by the Riglesberger plant to
store its ventring in, the structure
being ecreee the street from thill
plaining mill on South Third near
Elizabeth street. The less was very
anatlie ilk colored watchtuan, of the
will, that has.  been closed down a
year or two, rooms upon 'the second
ficior eelhe houee pied for veneer
atorageeetureug operation of the plant.
The blaze broke out in his quarters
but was put out before damage of
ary -consequence wee (lone.
SOAP FOR EVERYBODY.
The Prices of Toilet Soaps, From the
ee Factory: at Prices Cut All to.
Pieces.
e.ee
I will be in tilie :city for two days
with a large shipment of fine Toilet
Soups that were left on hand when
the Beaunuute Soap-Co. quit. busi-
ness at Mayfield, and will sell them
lo you at your own pric. A finer
quality of Toilet Soaps was 21t?Ct
put upon the minket before, yet these
Snaps eestist go; end go at once.
No AtriT opporeuntty- w,ets ever of-
fered the people of II* Ibsen „ before
. te get fiie. toilet seeepp•ite etteheoteees.
For the. next tvieeelifieet I can be
ennod with these Soaps et the Mar-
ket houit, Jantierey•reth and t3th.
rwill only be: 'here two days. Call
at once. Z. T. LONG.
..„,..,...t...c. ..7..,Tr
ABOUT THE PEOPLE
Judge Laorairc'e. B. Anderson, of
elJaytielel, h. et the city on business.
e_ Me. Ceare.s E. Jennings returned
festerday (rim Terre Haute, Ind.,and
-other points where he had been on
business.
Hon. Mese Oliver is in Benton
Oil hits i
MT. T. H. Bell, traffic manager for
the Hardy cerpany, returned Sunday
from a moreles trip through Ten-
nessee.
Mrs. Arnaeda Wilhelm will today
leave fOr Na-hville, Tenn.. for a sev-
eral weeks viset to her daughter, Mrs.
Rey. J. IL 'te right.
Lawyer L. K. Taylor and son
Turney returned ye erday morning
from a trip to Dallas, Texas.
Mr. George Flournoy has gone for
a month"; 
-traveling tour through
Arkansas. and Texas:
Mr. :WI C. itolton and wife re-
ttunedeSunda, from Houston, Texas,
where. thty 17 • evil for *he former's
healt_.The) lie on account of the
serios altniss of their daughter, Miss
Lueleerith stomach trouble, at the
home of her broteer, Me. Lee Bolton,
in 1017 Boyd street.
44e. Orvil Wilkinson, end .wife of
Pheasant lull, Lyon county, are vis.e
Mg here.
Dr. B. E. Keys and wife, of Rock-
well. Texas, have retinned home after
visitiog• the lettetes parents, Mr. and
Mrs. B. B. Linn, who with their
daughter, Miss 4lary, accompanied
the former two as far as Neemphis,
Tenn.
Alas Bruce Wean, uf Cairo, has
• :turned home after visiting Miss
larjorie Bagby, of Broadway.
Dr. Robert Rivers has returned
front Louisville, where he has been
for treatment of his, eye which lost
its sight.
Me. Fayette Jones, former county
jailer, today goet to Hot Springs.
Ark., and then to Colorado.
Contractor Pat Halloran yesterday
returned to his quarry works at Ceder
Muff, above here on the I. C.
efir. Alex 'Lacy, of Birmingham,
.-la., returned home last night after
spending several, day.; with his son,
efr. Cecil Leese.
Mr. Roy Culley has gone to In-
diana for a visit to his mother, who
has been there since last fall.
:Mrs. Adana Heimburger end . son,
of New Alban,', Ind., are visiting the
former's brother, Mr. Harry Meyers,
the jeweler. . eeeeieee
Mrs. 7. T. Lyncle-ort aim, is here
viseeng Mrs. Rhodes. •
Me. and eMes., J. A. Young and
child, of West Virg:tut-le, are visiting
the former's parents. Capt. and Mrs.
J. J. Young, el t2o4 Bernheim avenue.
Mrs. T. S. Rdminston. gi Memphis,
Tenn., is visiting Me.: J. V. Grief, of
Jackson street.
Lawyer Frank Lucas yesterday re-
turned from spending Sunday at
Wi ago.
Royal Arch Work._
ee.:This afteteeon and evening . the
R411--Asch apter will have werk
all the • de at ;Ail: Fraternity•
building ki-4 tee T:he members
start shorft 'clock tees Riser-
noon remain fin I !tie° o'cloçc. whet
a banquet will b served in the dining
ball of the quarter", After theeee-
past they resume eelik that will con
Untie until late at night..
newspaper man, hi..returned from a
several weeks stay at Princeton, Ky.
Maj. J,. H. As:bereft and wife re-
turned last evenIng from Louisville,
where they lead lecen visiting a son.
HOME 'TURNED OVER
Mrs. Williams and Daughter Made
Happy Sunday Afternoon.
:Sunday afeurnooe Chief jemeeete-
..
lins. Detectives Baker and Moore and
the other officers turned :ewer to Mrs.
Mary Williams and her little girl, the
neev bonne the officiate: -built for her
near Fifth and Trimble streets. The
place burned several weeks ago, but
the authorities efeit donations of ev-
erything needed to rebuild and furn-
ish the two-room home. and Sunday
it was turned over to the mother and
child, who broke down and: wreped
with joy, while many little drops of
tweeter trickled down the cheeks of
the good officers asi they witnesses
th- seprenve happiness of the two. •
•
THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE 548
FRIDAY NIGHT, JANUARY
 12, 906
"A PLAY EVERY SOITHERNER SHOULD SEE."
""tHr CLANSMAN"t
, By THOMAS DIXON, JR.
From His Two Famous Navels, "THE CLANSMAN" and
"THE LEOPARD'S SPOTS."
A Thrilling Story of the KU KLUX KLAN
Stupendous Dramatic Spectacle
Special Metropolitan Cast-5o Peoples-A Small Array of Supernuroeries
—Beautiful Scenic Effects and Several Horses.
PRICES: ENTIRE ORCHESTRA
FIRST FIVE ROWS BALCONY  
11.14j
BALANCE OF BALCONY  
 
 75(
500ENTIRE GALLERY •
Free List Entirely Suspended
SEATS ON SALE THURSDAY 9 A. M.
DIRECTION SOUTHERN AMUSEMENT COMPANY
GEORGE H. BR ENNAN, Manager.
THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONT 548
Saturday Matinee and Night, Jan.13,'1906.
By Special Arrangements with
The Augustin Daly Estate
MR.. JOHN C. FISHER
Presents England and America's best and moat popular
—COMIC OPERA SUCCESS—
T
ORIGINAL PRODUCTION
24---Musical Nmnbers---24
Everything New Bnt the Name
Direct from its Fourth Engagement at Daly's Theatre, New York,
• WITH AN
EXCELLENT CAST OF BROADWAY FAVORITES AND LARGESINGING CHORUS OF so PEOPLE. '
GORGEOUSLY GOWNED, MAGNIFICENTLY PRESENTED,VI& New Scenery and Brilliant Electric EffectsSeats on sale Friday at 9 a. m. PRICES: Matinee Si 00, 75. 50. )if •PRICES night, ex.50( $1. 75, S, 25•
Fine kttuce for sale; tends..., crisp
and cheap. Oak Grave greenhouse.
Votteoue--Broae
POPULAR WANTS
FOR RENT—Six-room cottage,
No. 1623 Broadway. Apply at Reg-
ister office.
FOR RENT—"The Inn" property
on North Seventh between Madison
and Monroe. Apply Dr. J. G. Brooks.
FOR RENT—Five-room cottage,
modern improvements, bath, electric
lights, at 1036 Madison street, Ap-
ply to Dr. P. H. Stewart.
WANTED-,-For U. S. Army;
able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of 21 and 35; Ntizens of the
United States, of good character and
temperate habits, who can speak. read
and write English. For infonmation
apply to Recruiting offices, New
I Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.
• Magnolia Ofecers.
Magnolia circle, Woodmen of the
Wild. has elected and installed the
following new officers: Mks. Genevive
Spence, -worthy guardian; Mrs. Anna
C. Wright. great magician; errs. Ella
C. Thomas. advisor; Mrs. Izora Gal-
vin, banker; Mks. Mary A. Lee, clerk;
Mrs. Sarahh-GI Ward, attendant; Mrs
Eva Deloacb. iirmer sentinel; Mrs_
Bettie Ritchie, outer sentinel; Miss
'Alia:Met-levy, musician.
Special Sale
on eroap. Half price and less on 12th
ind 13th, Z. T. Long, truitee, Mar-
ket house.
—
WANTED—Fifty girls at once. Ap-
ply Mergenthaler-Horton basket fac-
tory in Mechanicsburg Twelve ra-
diators being put in to make work
room comfortable.
WANTED—Furnished room, eel,-
traleejocated. rnortern conveniences
Addis x. y. Z., lock boy D.
....--
Big Ball at Creel Springs.
Mire Daniel Harkness, new mana-
wet and lessee of the Ozark Hotel of
Geese Spring*, Ill.. %eights to an-
nonnee through the columns of The
Daily Register that elhe will giee a
mid-winter lll and banquet on the
even of Jena y reth. and she exteeds
la hearty web-oriels to old patrons .of
l
eVi'llt.1111e as %%ell AS IteW (Meg .
'
Mrs E l', Wbitesides, Oestppath,
1 %;01/2 Rroddirayf Phones, Old 1431,
New, Az .
AN.... -
EDISON
STANDARD
PHONOGRAPH
Will bring pleasure to your
home during the long winter
evenings. They are playing
now at our store. Come in
and hear them. Then you'll
Want one. Big selection of
records.
Warren & Warren
403 Broadway
Jewelers
Or. Childress
EYE, gAR., NOSE AND
THROAT. _
Office and Residence, Room) 3-and 4,
Columbia Building.
Phone 1o41—Red.
'eseeniiitreeee=se... etialee„
s
THE KENTUCKY
T-ELEPHONN sisik 
MATINEE AND NIGHT;
Wednesday, JAN. 10
Milton and Sargent Aborn
Present
Anna Held's Magnificent Production,
"THE LITTLE
DUCHESS"
WITH
COUNTESS °IAA .VON.-' KATZ.
FELDT.
Regina/el De Ko veres music , w itth in-
terpolations. Harry B. Smith's
book, revoed and rejuvenated. Anna
Field's production, elaborated. •
Complete with Feminine Beauty,
Catchy Music, Spectacular Cos-
tumes andeScenic Splendor
• V' 4.•  ••  • • ,11 • •
Paducah Transfer Compan
(Incorporated,)
General Cartage BusIne.-s,
Superior Facilities for office
Handling Freight, Machinery 3.+d and Munroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phointsit
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
• 
Abram L. Weil iScCi
FIRE INSURANCE.
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Bolivar-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. • - - Residence Phone
_
26
For Vaults, Mt:mut:acts and 0 eneral Cemetery Work Vas
GREEN RIVER STONE i
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES 'AMITE UPON EXPOS
URE AD THEN RETAINS flS WHITENESS; does not boo-
come darlt and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORS ABOUT IT : : : :
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stoic Works
SOLE AGENT, 16o9 TRIM BLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
 eelle111111110.1=1111111.
11\0101-Nell3fill1113
THE THREE LATEST GAS LAMPS. THEY SAVE GAS BILLS—
THEY SAVE YOUR EYES. ON DISPLAY AT OUR SHOW'
ROOMS.
YORCELA. ENAMEL CLEANSER, IS A WONDER.
Ed D. Hannan,
STEAM FITTING. PLUMBING.
Both Phones sot. is South P ourth St., 375 Kentucky Avenue.
Omgmlipoimming
the Buffet •
107 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
c. Gray, proprietor.
- RUIZ OLD W-rine- AND WHISKIES. , ---
Everything seasonable in the eatable line served to orator. A
fine noonday lunch for 25 cerise.
EXPERT ACCOUNTANT
For Auditing, Adjusting, Openisg
or Closisg Books Shortest and
Simplest Methods. Apply to
LJOHN D• SMiTH, dR
Exped.Accoantant, 118 Fraternity Bldg.
GREAT COMEDY CAST AND BIG I
BEAUTY CHORUS. 
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST 4XA Combinatiorr of mirth, music, beau-
ty and a gorgeous fashion show
of stunning Parisian Gowns.
__ •
PRICES:
Matinee—First ta rows orchestra ..$1
Balance of orchestra .. 75c
Entire balcony  5oc
Children, anywhere • 25C
•
Of Paductsth, Kentuclity,
CaLciital and Surplus $.1/36,00c31
SD P. NOBLE, PRE& G. W. ROBERTSON. V. NUM
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transit(' ti all regular banking busineis.. Solicits your deposits'. Pa" 4
Night Prices: 25. 35, 50, 75, and et oo per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes la lira
Seats on sale Tuesday at 9 a. tn. 
woof re& t Ice rent at $4 to Ste per year as ta size. You carry your mai
key sed no one but yoursalf has access.
=ar= 
+444+ 144.4444.4444444-1-144444(444444+44+444444444.4 444
3 bid% COU1..,S9M,•
NOTICE TO CUSTOMERS
and the Public.
Paducah, Ky., Jen. 6, 1906.
Owing to the increasn in price of
material. labor anti eneidafhtal* ex-
pense', we have found that our peof-
its in business have fallen very low
for the past year, and beginning Jan.
15th, 1906, we, the undersigned horse
seoers, will charge a slight: increase
in prices for ehoeing horses, viz:
For 4 plain sfhoes„ $1.20 up to and
including No. 4 shoes. • •
For 4 toed shoos. $1.0eand up Po
and inclueeng No, 4 '
'A . W. GR El I'
, J. RALLOWE.
JOHN V. GREIF.
S. T. WOOTAN.
J. E . MORGAN .
• 3. L. PUTNAM.
W. R. PARKE
HENRY 'GR
II. H. HULI
w. mAGititAt.
E. N. E. HANSE*,-
-
•
,4•••
eeeeenallitaelee...—
I r
...PLUMBING.
Rpm and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 520 BroadYiay.
4
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Subscribe For The Registe
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